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Introduction
The scope of this thesis is to understand time-dependenteffects in wave pro-
pagation under conditions of chaotic scattering. The chaotic scattering can
be due to impurities inside a waveguide or to irregularly shaped boundaries
of a cavity. Chaotic motion is deﬁned in terms of the underlying ray optics,
but it leaves signatures in wave optics [1,2]. Random-matrix theory [3] pro-
vides a precise description of static transport properties of waves in chaotic
geometries [4]. The aim of our research has been to extend this approach to
dynamic properties.
Static transport properties include the low-temperature conductance of
a disordered metal and the transmittance of a disordered dielectric shined
by a monochromatic laser. These two quantities have been extensively stud-
ied [5–7]. In seismology, the emphasis has traditionally been on dynamic
properties,simplybecausethetypicalsourceisnotmonochromaticbutmore
like a short pulse, caused by an earthquake or by a man-made explosion [8].
More recently, dynamic experiments withmicrowavesand light have moved
to the center of attention [9,10]. These developments formed the initial mo-
tivation for our research.
A central theme of this thesis is the search for a dynamic signature of
localization. Localization causes the exponential decay of the transmitted
intensity with increasing length. In experiments it is difﬁcult to distinguish
the exponential decay due to localization from the exponential decay that is
caused by absorption [11–13]. Sample to sample ﬂuctuations [14] and co-
herent backscattering [15] both provide ways to distinguish absorption from
12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
localization in the static intensity. We have found an alternative dynamic
signature of localization in the delay time of a reﬂected pulse.
In the remainder of this introductory chapter we will give a little back-
ground to some of the concepts that play a central role in the thesis.
1.1 Scattering theory
1.1.1 Wave equation
Inthisthesiswewilldealexclusivelywithclassicalwaves,inparticularelec-
tromagnetic waves. For static problems it is natural to consider the analogy
between electrons and photons [16], but for dynamic problems the analogy
breaks down for two principal reasons:
1. The time-dependent wave equation is ﬁrst order in time for quantum
mechanical waves and second order in time for classical waves. This
becomes important in particular near a scattering resonance [17].
2. Interactionsbetweenelectrons haveadrastic effecton thetimedepen-
dence of a perturbation (enforcing charge neutrality on a very short
time scale) that is obviously absent for photons.
Classicalwaves, such as elasticwavesandopticalwaves, satisfy avecto-
rial wave equation. In some systems, such as two-dimensional geometries,
the different polarizations do not couple. Even if the polarizations are cou-
pled, then in disordered media the polarization is usually randomized by the
multiple scattering and becomes insigniﬁcant if the short paths can be ne-
glected for the quantity of interest. In this thesis we will therefore neglect
the complication due to polarization and study a scalar wave equation. The
scalar wave equation for classical waves is the Helmholtz equation,
∇2ψ(r)+ω2c−2(r)ψ(r) = 0, (1.1)
with c(r) the local velocity. Disorder can now be introduced by letting c(r)
vary randomly in position. A ﬂuctuating velocity can for example be due
to a ﬂuctuating mass density for elastic waves or to a ﬂuctuating dielectric
function for electromagnetic waves.1.1. SCATTERING THEORY 3
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Figure 1.1: Scattering region embedded in a waveguide. The incoming and
outgoing waves at the left and right of the scattering region are represented
by four sets of complex scattering amplitudes.
1.1.2 Scattering matrix
Our main theoretical tool will be random-matrix theory [3]. The matrix of
our problem is the scattering matrix. The matrix elements depend sensi-
tively on the disorder conﬁguration or on the detailed shape of the cavity,
allowing for a statistical approach. The scattering matrix describes elastic
scattering and is therefore deﬁned most naturally as a function of frequency.
This is convenient for static problems, because then one only needs to know
the statistics of the scattering matrix at one particular frequency. The the-
oretical complication of dynamic problems is that one needs to know how
the scattering matrices at different frequencies are correlated. We will dis-
cuss this complication in the next subsections, but ﬁrst describe how the
scattering matrix is constructed from the solution of the wave equation.
The scattering region of length L, embedded in a waveguide of width
W, is drawn schematically in Fig. 1.1. The solution of the Helmholtz equa-
tion outside the scattering region is a linear combination of incoming and
outgoing waveguide modes,
ψin/out,L
n (r) = k−1/2
n φn(y)exp
 
±iknx
 
, (1.2a)
ψout/in,R
n (r) = k−1/2
n φn(y)exp
 
±ikn(x −L)
 
. (1.2b)
The transverse wave proﬁle φn(y)[ φn(y,z) for a three-dimensional wave-
guide]is normalizedtounity, and theprefactork
−1/2
n ensures thateachmode4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
carries unit ﬂux. The longitudinal wavenumber kn is given by
kn = (ω2c−2
0 −k2
⊥,n)1/2, (1.3)
withc0 the wavevelocityoutside thescattering region and k⊥,n (n =1,2,...)
the transversal wavenumber. (For a two-dimensional waveguide with Diri-
chlet boundary conditions one has k⊥,n =nπ/W.) If ω/c0 >k⊥,n, then kn is
real and mode n is a propagating mode. If ω/c0 < k⊥,n, then kn is imaginary
and mode n is evanescent. At each frequency there is a maximum number
N of propagating modes (also called channels).
Far from the scattering region the evanescent modes are insigniﬁcant,
and the wave can be described by a linear superposition of the propagating
modes solely,
ψ(r) =
N  
n=1
 
cin,L
n ψin,L
n (r)+cout,L
n ψout,L
n (r)
 
for x →− ∞ , (1.4a)
ψ(r) =
N  
n=1
 
cin,R
n ψin,R
n (r)+cout,R
n ψout,R
n (r)
 
for x →∞ . (1.4b)
The scattering matrix S(ω) relates the set of 2N outgoing scattering ampli-
tudes to the set of 2N incoming scattering amplitudes,
 
cout,L
cout,R
 
= S(ω)
 
cin,L
cin,R
 
. (1.5)
The wave equation (1.1) conserves ﬂux, so that the scattering matrix is
unitary, and conserves time-reversal symmetry, so that the scattering matrix
is symmetric. In the presence of absorption or gain, the scattering matrix
would still be symmetric but no longer unitary. To have a non-symmetric S
wouldrequiresomemagneto-opticaleffecttobreaktime-reversalsymmetry.
The 2N ×2N scattering matrix S can be decomposed into N ×N reﬂec-
tion and transmission matrices,
S =
 
rt  
tr  
 
. (1.6)
Thereﬂectionmatricesr,r  andtransmission matricest,t  describereﬂection
and transmission from the left or from the right of the scattering region. The1.2. STATISTICS OF SCATTERING MATRICES 5
Figure 1.2: A wave is reﬂected by a chaotic cavity (left) or a disordered
waveguide (right).
symmetry of S implies that r and r  are both symmetric, and that t  equals
the transpose of t.
1.2 Statistics of scattering matrices
Dynamic scattering problems are more complicated than static problems,
because one needs to know the correlation of scattering matrices at different
frequencies. We will illustrate this for the two simple geometries shown in
Fig.1.2, inwhichthereisonlyreﬂectionandnotransmission. Onegeometry
is a chaotic cavity connected to the outside by an opening supporting N
propagating modes. The other geometry is a disordered N-mode waveguide
that is closed at one end. Because there is only reﬂection, the scattering
matrix has dimension N × N instead of 2N ×2N.
1.2.1 Statics
Both cavity and waveguide geometries have the same static reﬂection prop-
erties. The scattering matrix is uniformly distributed among all unitary sym-
metric N × N matrices. The distribution refers to an ensemble of cavities
having slightly different shape (at constant area), or to an ensemble of wave-
guideshavingdifferentimpurityconﬁguration(atconstantmeanfreepathl).
The uniform distribution is called the circular ensemble in random-matrix
theory [3]. It was introduced by Dyson [18] as a mathematical construction,
long before the connection with chaotic scattering was understood [19].6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The circular ensemble looks trivial, but has a striking observable conse-
quence for the angular dependence of the reﬂected intensity [20]. Because
we work in a waveguide geometry, angles are discretized as modes. Con-
sider an incident wave in mode m and look at the dependence of the reﬂec-
tion probability Inm =|Snm|2 on the index n of the outgoing mode. We may
write
S =UTU → Inm =
 
 
   
 
 
i
UinUim
 
 
   
 
2
, (1.7)
where U is a unitary matrix without the symmetry constraint on S. The
matrixU is uniformly distributed in the entire unitary group. For large N its
elements are approximately independent Gaussian variables with zero mean
and variance 1/N. This results in the Rayleigh distribution
P(Inm) =
1
 Inm 
exp(−Inm/ Inm ), (1.8)
with mean intensity
 Inm =
1
N
(1+δnm). (1.9)
For each sample there is a different speckle pattern in the reﬂected in-
tensity, but the average is a smooth background with a peak of twice the
height at the angle of incidence (n = m). This so-called coherent backscat-
tering effect is a consequence of the symmetry of the scattering matrix. (It
disappears if time-reversal symmetry is broken.) It has been observed in the
laboratory [21,22], see Fig. 1.3.
1.2.2 Dynamics
While the statistics of S(ω) at a given frequency ω is the same for reﬂection
from a cavity or a waveguide, the correlations between S(ω) and S(ω+δω)
are different. Let us demonstrate the difference in the simplest case of small
frequency differences δω. This is called the delay time problem.
The concept of delay times in wavescattering was introduced by Wigner
in the context of nuclear physics [23]. Wigner’s one-dimensional analysis1.2. STATISTICS OF SCATTERING MATRICES 7
Figure 1.3: Curve a shows the angular dependence of the scattered light in-
tensity by an aqueous suspension of polystyrene beads (solid fraction 10%).
There is clearly more scattered light in the backscattering direction than in
the other directions. Curve b shows the results for the same cell ﬁlled with
water, and curve c the results in the absence of any cell. Curves b and c are
shifted by 0.1 and 0.05 vertical units respectively. These curves show that
the increased intensity in the backscattering direction in curve a is due to
the disorder. From Ref. [22].
has later been generalized to N-channel scattering by Smith [24]. The cen-
tral object is the Wigner-Smith delay time matrix Q, deﬁned as
Q(ω) =− iS†dS
dω
. (1.10)
A unitary S implies a Hermitian Q, hence the eigenvalues τn of Q are real
numbers. They are known as Wigner-Smith delay times or proper delay
times. Theirdistributionforchaoticscatteringwasdeterminedonlyrecently.
The distribution of the delay times is most easily expressed in terms of
the rates µi = 1/τi. For the chaotic cavity it takes the from [25]8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
P(µ1,...,µN) ∝
 
i<j
|µi −µj|
 
k
µ
N/2
k exp(−πµk/ )θ(µk), (1.11)
with   the mean frequency interval between cavity modes at frequency ω.
(The function θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 and 0 for x < 0.) The ensemble (1.11) is
known in random-matrix theory as the Laguerre ensemble. For the wave-
guide the distribution takes a simple form in the limit that the length L goes
to inﬁnity [26],
P(µ1,...,µN) ∝
 
i<j
|µi −µj|
 
k
exp
 
−γ(N +1)µk
 
θ(µk). (1.12)
The parameter γ = ατs with τs the scattering time and α a numerical coef-
ﬁcient that depends on the dimensionality.
Both distributions (1.11) and (1.12) have the form of a Laguerre ensem-
ble, but they are qualitatively different because of the absence of the factor
µ
N/2
k in Eq. (1.12). This factor suppresses long delay times in the cavity
geometry. In the waveguide geometry long delay times are possible even
though the wave typically decays exponentially on the scale of the localiza-
tion length ξ = (N +1)l. Rare resonances make it possible for the wave to
penetrate arbitrarily deep into the waveguide, leading to a divergent mean
delay time.
It is easiest to appreciate the difference by looking at the density ρ(τ) =   
i δ(τ −τi)
 
of the delay times. This has a simple form for N   1:
ρ(τ) =
N
2πτ2
 
(τ+−τ)(τ −τ−), τ± =
2π
N 
(3±
√
8), (1.13)
in the cavity geometry and
ρ(τ) =
N
πτ2
 
2γτ−γ 2, (1.14)
in the waveguide geometry. In the cavity the delay time is restricted to a
ﬁnite interval (τ−,τ+). The mean delay time is 2π/N . In the inﬁnitely
long waveguide the delay time has a lower bound γ/2, but localization is
ineffective at providing an upper bound. Indeed, all moments of the delay
time diverge.1.3. DYNAMIC OBSERVABLES 9
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Figure 1.4: Frequency dependence of the phase (modulo 2π) of microwave
radiation transmitted through a disordered waveguide. The waveguide con-
sists of a 1 m long, 7.6 cm diameter copper tube containing randomly po-
sitioned polystyrene spheres (1.27 cm diameter, 0.52% volume ﬁlling frac-
tion). Wire antennas are used as the emitter and detector at the two ends of
the tube. From Ref. [27].
1.3 Dynamic observables
1.3.1 Single-mode delay times
It is difﬁcult to measure the Wigner-Smith delay times directly, because one
typically observes only a few scattering amplitudes. The typical observable
is therefore not the Wigner-Smith delay time but another dynamic quan-
tity called the single-mode delay time τnm [27–29]. Each element of the
scattering matrix S can be written as Snm =
√
Inmexp(iφnm). The phase fac-
tor exp(iφnm) winds around the unit circle with increasing frequency (see
Fig. 1.4). The single-mode delay time is then deﬁned as the winding rate
τnm = φ 
nm =
dφnm
dω
. (1.15)
The distribution of φ 
nm for a waveguide that is open at both ends has
been measured and calculatedin Refs. [28,29], both for reﬂection and trans-
mission (see Fig. 1.5). The result obtained by a dynamic diffusion theory
reads10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Figure 1.5: Distribution of the rescaled single-mode delay time ˆ φ  = φ / ¯ φ ,
measured in transmission at a frequency ν ≡ ω/2π = 18.1 GHz on the sys-
tem described in Fig. 1.4. The smooth curve through the data is the analyt-
ical prediction (1.16) of a dynamic diffusion theory (with Q = 0.31). From
Ref. [28].
Pdiff(φ ) =
Q
2 ¯ φ [Q+(φ / ¯ φ −1)2]−3/2. (1.16)
The functional form is the same for reﬂection and transmission. The con-
stants ¯ φ  and Q can be determined from diffusion theory. We notice that φ 
can take negative values so that we should not consider the notion of delay
time too literally.
Diffusion theory breaks down once the length L of the waveguide be-
comes longer than the localization length ξ = (N +1)l. The Laguerre en-1.3. DYNAMIC OBSERVABLES 11
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Figure 1.6: Probability distribution of the rescaled single-mode delay time
in transmission for extended waves (circles) and localized waves (squares),
measured in an ensemble of waveguides with randomly positioned alumina
spheres. The curve is the theoretical distribution P( ˆ φ ) in the diffusive
regime [Eq. (1.16)], with Q = 0.215. From Ref. [30].
semble (1.12) can be used to compute P(φ ) for reﬂection in the localized
regime, as we will show in this thesis. We have discovered a coherent back-
scattering effect in P(φ ) in the localized regime, that is absent in the dif-
fusive regime. This is in striking contrast with the coherent backscattering
effect in the intensities of Sec. (1.2.1), that is insensitive to whether L is
long or short compared to ξ.
Experimentally the effect of localization on P(φ ) has been studied only
in transmission [30], but not in reﬂection. Obviously, the coherent back-
scattering effect that we have predicted in reﬂection has no counterpart in
transmission. Still, as shown in Fig. 1.6, localization has a striking effect on
the shape of the distribution in transmission, which becomes asymmetric.
The absence of the unitarity constraint on the transmission matrix prevented12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1.7: Computer simulation of an acoustic plane wave pulse reﬂected
by a randomly layered medium. The medium is a model for the subsurface
of the Earth, with a sound velocity that depends only on the depth. The
ﬁgure shows the reﬂected wave amplitude as a function of time (arbitrary
units). The incident pulse strikes the surface at time zero. From Ref. [8].
us from simply extending our calculation of P(φ ) to include transmission
as well as reﬂection. There is an approximate theory for P(φ ) in transmis-
sion [31] that captures the asymmetry observed experimentally.
1.3.2 Power spectrum
If a pulse is injected into a disordered medium, then the transmitted or re-
ﬂected wave amplitude will contain rapid ﬂuctuations over a broad range of
frequencieswith aslowly decayingenvelope (see Fig.1.7). The powerspec-
trum a(ω,t) characterizes the decay in time t of the envelope at frequency
ω. It is the Fourier component at frequency ω of the autocorrelator of the
time-dependent wave amplitude ψ(t),
a(ω,t) =
  ∞
−∞
dt exp(−iωt )ψ(t)ψ(t +t ). (1.17)
Performing a Fourier transform with respect to time t one ﬁnds
a(ω,δω) =
  ∞
−∞
dtexp(iδωt)a(ω,t) = ψ(ω+δω)ψ∗(ω). (1.18)1.3. DYNAMIC OBSERVABLES 13
Figure 1.8: Layered geometry that serves as a model for the subsurface
of the Earth in seismology. There are random ﬂuctuations in composi-
tion/thickness from layer to layer.
There is a relation between dynamic quantities of the form (1.18) and
static quantities in the presence of absorption [32]. The relation is based
on the fundamental property of causality. The complex wave amplitudes
satisfy the symmetry relation ψ(ω+iy) = ψ∗(−ω+iy) for ω and y real.
Because of causality the wave amplitude ψ(ω) is an analytical function in
the upper half of the complex ω-plane. The product ψ(ω+z)ψ(−ω+z)
is also an analytical function of z in the upper half of the complex plane.
When we take z equal to 1
2δω we obtain ψ(ω+ 1
2δω)ψ∗(ω− 1
2δω). If we
take z equal to i/2τa we obtain ψ(ω+i/2τa)ψ∗(ω+i/2τa), which equals
|ψ(ω)|2 at an absorption rate 1/τa. We therefore conclude that the correlator
at two different frequencies can be obtained by analytical continuation to
imaginary absorption rate of the intensity at a single frequency:
ψ(ω+ 1
2δω)ψ∗(ω− 1
2δω) =| ψ(ω)|2
1/τa→−iδω. (1.19)
The relation (1.19) is useful, because absorbing problems are quite often
easier than dynamic problems, and moreover they have been studied much
more extensively in the past. Let us consider as a demonstration the cal-
culation of the mean power spectrum in a single-mode inﬁnite waveguide
(N = 1). This is a particularly relevant case for seismology, because it is
equivalent to the reﬂection of a wave from a randomly stratiﬁed medium
(see Fig. 1.8), which is a model for the subsurface of the Earth. The mean14 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
power spectrum has been computed in that context by White et al. [33].
Their result was
 
a(ω,δω)
 
= 4τsδω
  ∞
0
dxexp[−4xτsδω]
x
x −i
, (1.20)
with τs the scattering time. The distribution of the reﬂection probability R
through an absorbing single-mode waveguide had been studied many years
earlier as a problem in radio-engineering [34], with the result
 R =(2τs/τa)
  ∞
1
dzexp[−(z−1)(2τs/τa)]
z−1
z+1
. (1.21)
One readily veriﬁes that Eqs. (1.20) and (1.21) are identical under the sub-
stitution of 1/τa by −iδω.
The Fourier transform of Eq. (1.20) yields the average power spectrum
in the time domain [33],
 
a(ω,t)
 
= 4τs(t +4τs)−2θ(t). (1.22)
It decays as t−2 for times t   τs. The t−2 decay is a dynamic characteristic
of localization.
1.4 This thesis
Chapter 2: High-frequency dynamics of wave localization
We mentioned in Sec. 1.3.1 that dynamic transmission problems are much
more difﬁcult than dynamic reﬂection problems. In this chapter we are able
to make some progress in the transmission problem by going to the high-
frequency limit.
We consider a multi-mode waveguide (N   1), with a length L that is
much larger than the width W. The correlator C(δω) = tnm(ω+δω)t∗
nm(ω) 
of a transmission coefﬁcient at two different frequencies is investigated us-
ing the method of analytical continuation (1.19). We ﬁnd that for large δω,
C(δω) has the stretched exponential decay
C(δω) ∝ exp(−
 
1
2τDδω), (1.23)1.4. THIS THESIS 15
where τD = L2/D with D the diffusion constant. So the timescale is set
by the time needed for diffusive motion through the system of length L.
This would be an obvious result in the diffusive regime, for l   L   ξ.
What is surprising is that it holds also in the localized regime, for L   ξ.
Localization has the effect of multiplying the correlator by a frequency-
independent factor exp(−L/2ξ), but has no effect on the decay rate.
Chapter3: Localization-inducedcoherentbackscatteringeffectinwave
dynamics
In this chapter we study the low-frequency dynamics in reﬂection from an
inﬁnitely long waveguide. This is called a "one-dimensional"geometry, or
more precisely "quasi-one-dimensional", because we assume a thick wave-
guide containing a large number of propagating modes. In Sec. 1.3.1 we
have discussed the known results for the statistics of the single-mode delay
times φ  in the diffusive regime (l   L   ξ). Here we study the inﬂuence
of localization (L   ξ).
The most striking result is the appearance of a dynamic coherent back-
scattering effect in the distribution P(φ ), which is found to depend on
whether the incident and detected modes are the same or not. The differ-
ence is approximately a rescaling by a factor of
√
2. The probability to ﬁnd
small delay times is enhanced by a factor close to
√
2 for reﬂection angles
near the angle of incidence. (The precise factor is
√
2 4096
1371π.)
This novel effect needs localization for its existence. For a waveguide in
the diffusive regime there is no difference between equal or distinct modes.
This should be contrasted with the coherent backscattering effect for the
intensities [Sec. 1.2.1], that also exists in the diffusive regime. The new
dynamic coherent backscattering effect for the single-mode delay times can
be understood from the combination of the static effect for the intensities
and the large ﬂuctuations in the localized regime.
If there is absorption in the system, then the long paths will be sup-
pressed more relative to the short paths, and the new dynamic backscat-
tering effect disappears. For strong enough absorption we get the known
results obtained by a dynamic diffusion theory, even though the system is in
the localized regime. It is clear that the effect of localization on the statis-
tics of the single-mode delay times is completely different from the effect16 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
of absorption. The new dynamic coherent backscattering effect can thus be
used in experiments to distinguish localization from absorption in a quasi-
one-dimensional waveguide geometry. It remains an open problem whether
or not it is a useful diagnostic for two- or three-dimensional localization (in
slab or bulk geometries).
Chapter 4: Single-mode delay time statistics for scattering by a chaotic
cavity
This chapter addresses the same problem as Ch. 3, but now for the "zero-
dimensional"geometry of a chaotic cavity. This is qualitatively different
from the waveguide geometry because there is no localization. Indeed,
we do not ﬁnd the dynamic coherent backscattering effect if the number
of modes is large. Instead the functional form of the distribution P(φ )i s
the same as for a waveguide in the diffusive regime [Eq. (1.16)].
If the cavity is connected to two single-mode waveguides, the problem
is sufﬁciently simple that we can treat both reﬂection and transmission. We
ﬁnd a marked distinction between detection in transmission and reﬂection:
The distribution P(φ ) vanishes for negativeφ  in the ﬁrst case but not in the
second.
Chapter 5: Dynamic effect of phase conjugation on wave localization
This chapter adds a new ingredient to the problem of dynamic scattering.
We ask what would happen to the time dependence of a pulse reﬂected by
a disordered waveguide if it is closed at the other end not by an ordinary
mirror but by a phase-conjugating mirror. A phase-conjugating mirror re-
ﬂects an incoming wave ∝cos(k·r−ωt) as a wave ∝ cos(−k·r−ωt). This
is equivalent to reversing the sign of the time t, hence a phase-conjugating
mirror is also referred to as a time-reversing mirror. One consequence is
that the reﬂected wave will trace back the original incoming path. (This is
called retro-reﬂection.) There are several methods to create optical phase
conjugation [35,36]. One such method, four-wave mixing, is described in
Fig. 1.9.
Optical phase-conjugation only works in a narrow range of frequencies1.4. THIS THESIS 17
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Figure 1.9: Schematical picture of a phase-conjugating mirror created
by four-wave mixing. A nonlinear medium is pumped by two counter-
propagating beams at frequency ω0. A probe beam is incident at frequency
ω0+ ω. The nonlinear medium causes an interaction between pump and
probe beams, resulting in areﬂectedwaveat frequencyω0− ω and a trans-
mitted wave at frequency ω0+ ω. The reﬂected wave retraces the path of
the probe beam (retro-reﬂection).
around the characteristic frequency ω0 of the mirror. (In a four-wave mixing
cell this is the frequency of the pump lasers.) The reﬂection of a pulse by a
phase-conjugating mirror is therefore not simply a time-reversal operation.
Once multiple scattering by disorder is included the problem becomes quite
complex, but it remains tractable in the case of a single-mode waveguide.
(We expect the essential features to be the same in the multi-mode case.)
We ﬁnd that the disordered waveguide acts like a virtual cavity with res-
onance frequency equal to ω0, the working frequency of the phase-conjugat-
ing mirror. The decay of  a(ω,t)  is delayed for frequencies around ω0.
[The condition is  ω  τ−1
s exp(−L/l).] For frequencies outside this small
frequency range, or for a normal mirror,  a(ω,t)  has decayed almost com-
pletely for times t  τs. For the frequencies around ω0, the decay is delayed18 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
up to times t   τsexp(L/l). This exponentially large difference in time
scales is typical for localization. Optical phase conjugation might therefore
be a useful tool to demonstrate the existence of localization experimentally
and to reveal dynamic features of localization.Chapter 2
High-frequency dynamics of wave
localization
2.1 Introduction
The frequency spectrum of waves propagating through a random medium
contains dynamical information of interest in optics [37], acoustics [38],
and seismology [39]. A fundamental issue is how the phenomenon of wave
localization [6] affects the dynamics. The basic quantity is the correlation
of the wave amplitude at two frequencies differing by δω. A recent mi-
crowave experiment by Genack et al. [28] measured this correlation for a
pulse transmitted through a waveguide with randomly positioned scatter-
ers. The waves were not localized in that experiment, because the length L
of the waveguide was less than the localization length ξ, so the correlator
couldbe computedfrom the perturbationtheory for diffusivedynamics [40].
The characteristic time scale in that regime is the time τD = L2/D it takes
to diffuse (with diffusion coefﬁcient D) from one end of the waveguide to
the other. According to diffusion theory, for large δω the correlator decays
∝ exp(−
√
τDδω/2) with time constant τD.
What happens to the high-frequency decay of the correlator if the wave-
guide becomes longer than the localization length? That is the question
addressed in this chapter. Our prediction is that, although the correlator is
suppressed by a factor exp(−L/2ξ), the time scale for the decay remains
the diffusion time τD — even if diffusion is only possible on length scales
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  L. The exponential suppression factor disappears if time-reversal sym-
metry is broken (by some magneto-optical effect). Our analytical results are
based on the formal equivalence between a frequency shift and an imagi-
nary absorption rate, and are supported by a numerical solution of the wave
equation.
2.2 Formulation of the problem
We consider the propagation of a pulse through a disordered waveguide
of length L. In the frequency domain the transmission coefﬁcient tnm(ω)
gives the ratio of the transmitted amplitude in mode n to the incident am-
plitude in mode m. (The modes are normalized to carry the same ﬂux.)
We seek the correlator C(δω) =  tnm(ω+δω)t∗
nm(ω) . (The brackets  ··· 
denote an average over the disorder.) We assume that the (positive) fre-
quency increment δω is sufﬁciently small compared to ω that the mean free
path l and the number of modes N in the waveguide do not vary apprecia-
bly, and may be evaluated at the mean frequency ω.1 We also assume that
l   c/ω (with c the wave velocity). The localization length is then given
by [4] ξ = (βN +2−β)l, with β = 1(2) in the presence (absence) of time-
reversal symmetry. For N   1 the localization length is much greater than
the mean free path, so that the motion on length scales below ξ is diffusive
(with diffusion coefﬁcient D).
2.3 Analytical continuation
Our approach is to map the dynamic problem without absorption onto a
static problem with absorption [32]. The mapping is based on the ana-
lyticity of the transmission amplitude tnm(ω +iy), at complex frequency
ω+iywith y >0, andon thesymmetry relationtnm(ω+iy)=t∗
nm(−ω+iy).
The product of transmission amplitudes tnm(ω+z)tnm(−ω+z) is therefore
an analytical function of z in the upper half of the complex plane. If we
1Thelengthl =αdltr differsfromthetransportmeanfreepathltr byadimensionality-
dependent numerical coefﬁcient αd = 2,π/2,4/3 for d = 1,2,3. The diffusion coefﬁ-
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take z real, equal to 1/2δω, we obtain the product of transmission am-
plitudes tnm(ω+ 1
2δω)t∗
nm(ω− 1
2δω) considered above (the difference with
tnm(ω +δω)t∗
nm(ω) being statistically irrelevant for δω   ω). If we take
z imaginary, equal to i/2τa, we obtain the transmission probability T =
|tnm(ω+i/2τa)|2 at frequency ω and absorption rate 1/τa. We conclude that
the correlator C can be obtained from the ensemble average of T by analyt-
ical continuation to imaginary absorption rate:
C(δω) = T  for 1/τa →− iδω. (2.1)
Two remarks on this mapping: 1. The effect of absorption (with rate
1/τ∗)o nC(δω) can be included by the substitution 1/τa →− iδω+1/τ∗.
This is of importance for comparison with experiments, but here we will for
simplicityignore this effect. 2. Higher moments of the product C =tnm(ω+
1
2δω)t∗
nm(ω− 1
2δω) are related to higher moments of T by  C p =  T p  for
1/τa →− iδω. This is not sufﬁcient to determine the entire probability dis-
tribution P(C), because moments of the form  CpC∗q  can not be obtained
by analytical continuation.2
2.4 Correlator reﬂection amplitudes for N = 1
To check the validity of this approach and to demonstrate how effective it
is we consider brieﬂy the case N = 1. A disordered single-mode wave-
guide is equivalent to a geometry of parallel layers with random variations
in composition and thickness. Such a randomly stratiﬁed medium is studied
in seismology as a model for the subsurface of the Earth [39]. The correlator
of the reﬂection amplitudes K(δω) =  r(ω+δω)r∗(ω)  has been computed
in that context by White et al. [33] (in the limit L →∞ ). Their result was
K(δω) = (2l/c)δω
  ∞
0
dxexp[−x(2l/c)δω]
x
x −i
. (2.2)
2This is a complication of the transmission problem. The reﬂection problem is sim-
pler, because the (approximate) unitarity of the reﬂection matrix r provides additional
information on the distribution of the correlator of the reﬂection amplitudes. The map-
ping between the dynamic and absorbing problems has been used recently to calcu-
late the entire distribution of the eigenvalues of r(ω + 1
2δω)r†(ω − 1
2δω) in the limit
δω→ 0 [26,41].22 CHAPTER 2. HIGH-FREQUENCY DYNAMICS ...
The distribution of the reﬂection probability R =| r|2 through an absorbing
single-mode waveguide had been studied many years earlier as a problem in
radio-engineering [34,42], with the result
 R =(l/cτa)
  ∞
1
dzexp[−(z−1)(l/cτa)]
z−1
z+1
. (2.3)
One readily veriﬁes that Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) are identical under the substi-
tution of 1/τa by −iδω.
2.5 Correlator transmission amplitudes for N   1
In a similar way one can obtain the correlator of the transmission ampli-
tudes by analytical continuation to imaginary absorption rate of the mean
transmission probability through an absorbing waveguide. The absorbing
problem for N = 1 was solved by Freilikher, Pustilnik, and Yurkevich [43].
That solution will not be considered further here, since our interest is in
the multi-mode regime, relevant for the microwave experiments [28]. The
transmission probability in an absorbing waveguide with N   1i sg i v e n
by [44]
 T =
l
Nξasinh(L/ξa)
exp
 
−δβ,1
L
2Nl
 
, (2.4)
for absorption lengths ξa =
√
Dτa in the range l   ξa   ξ. The length L
of the waveguide should be   l, but the relative magnitude of L and ξ is
arbitrary. Substitution of 1/τa by −iδω gives the correlator
C(δω) =
l
√
−iτDδω
NLsinh
√
−iτDδω
exp
 
−δβ,1
L
2Nl
 
, (2.5)
where τD = L2/D is the diffusion time. The range of validity of Eq. (2.5) is
L/ξ  
√
τDδω   L/l, or equivalently D/ξ2   δω   c/l. In the diffusive
regime, for L  ξ, the correlator (2.5) reduces to the known result [40] from
perturbation theory.
For max(D/L2,D/ξ2)   δω   c/l the decay of the absolute value of
the correlator is a stretched exponential,
|C|=
2l
NL
 
τDδωexp
 
−
 
1
2τDδω−δβ,1
L
2Nl
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Figure 2.1: Frequency dependence of the logarithm of the absolute value of
the correlator C(δω). The data points follow from a numerical simulation
for N = 5, the solid curve is the analytical high-frequency result (2.6) for
N   1 (with β = 1). The decay of the correlator is given by the diffusive
time constant τD = L2/D even if the length L of the waveguide is greater
than the localization length ξ = 6l. The offset of about 0.6 between the
numerical and analytical results is probably a ﬁnite-N effect.
Inthelocalizedregime, whenξ becomessmallerthan L, theonsetof thistail
ispushed tohigherfrequencies, butitretains itsfunctionalform. Theweight
of the tail is reduced by a factor exp(−L/2Nl) in the presence of time-
reversal symmetry. There is no reduction factor if time-reversal symmetry
is broken.24 CHAPTER 2. HIGH-FREQUENCY DYNAMICS ...
2.6 Numerics
To test our analytical ﬁndings we have carried out numerical simulations.
The disordered medium is modeled by a two-dimensional square lattice(lat-
tice constant a, length L, width W). The (relative) dielectricconstant ε ﬂuc-
tuates from site to site between 1±δε. The multiple scattering of a scalar
wave  (forthecaseβ =1) isdescribedby discretizingtheHelmholtzequa-
tion [∇2+(ω/c)2ε]  = 0 and computing the transmission matrix using the
recursive Green function technique [45]. The mean free path l is deter-
mined from the average transmission probability  Trtt† =N(1+L/l)−1 in
the diffusive regime [4]. The correlator C is obtained by averaging tnm(ω+
δω)t∗
nm(ω) over the mode indices n,m and over different realizations of the
disorder. We choose ω2 = 2(c/a)2, δε = 0.4, leading to l = 22.1a. The
width W = 11a is kept ﬁxed (corresponding to N = 5), while the length
L is varied in the range 400–1600 a. These waveguides are well in the lo-
calized regime, L/ξ ranging from 3–12. A large number (some 104–105)
of realizations were needed to average out the statistical ﬂuctuations, and
this restricted our simulations to a relatively small value of N. For the same
reason we had to limit the range of δω in the data set with the largest L.
Results for the absolute value of the correlator are plotted in Fig. 2.1
(data points) and are compared with the analytical high-frequency predic-
tion for N   1 (solid curve). We see from Fig. 2.1 that the correlators for
different values of L/ξ converge for large δω to a curve that lies somewhat
above the theoretical prediction. The offset is about 0.6, and could be easily
explained as an O(1) uncertainty in the exponent in Eq. (2.4) due to the fact
that N is not   1 in the simulation. Regardless of this offset, the simula-
tion conﬁrms both analytical predictions: The stretched exponential decay
∝ exp(−
√
τDδω/2) and the exponential suppression factor exp(−L/2ξ).
We emphasize that the time constant τD = L2/D of the high-frequency de-
cay is the diffusion time for the entire length L of the waveguide — even
though the localization length ξ is up to a factor of 12 smaller than L.
2.7 Conclusion
We can summarize our ﬁndings by the statement that the correlator of the
transmission amplitudes factorizes in the high-frequency regime: C −→2.7. CONCLUSION 25
f1(δω) f2(ξ). The frequency dependence of f1 depends on the diffusive time
through the waveguide, even if it is longer than the localization length. Lo-
calization has no effect on f1, but only on f2. We can contrast this factor-
ization with the high-frequency asymptotics K → f3(δω) of the correlator
of the reﬂection amplitudes. In the corresponding absorbing problem the
high-frequency regime corresponds to an absorption length smaller than the
localization length, so it is obvious that K becomes independent of ξ in that
regime. The factorization of C is less obvious. Since the localized regime is
accessible experimentally [46], we believe that an experimental test of our
prediction should be feasible.26 CHAPTER 2. HIGH-FREQUENCY DYNAMICS ...Chapter 3
Localization-induced coherent
backscattering effect in wave
dynamics
3.1 Introduction
Thetwomostprominentinterferenceeffectsarisingfrommultiplescattering
are coherent backscattering and wave localization [5,6,21,22,40,47]. Both
effects are related to the static intensity of a wave reﬂected or transmitted
by a medium with randomly located scatterers. Coherent backscattering is
the enhancement of the reﬂected intensity in a narrow cone around the angle
of incidence, and is a result of the systematic constructive interference in
the presence of time-reversal symmetry [21,22]. Localization arises from
systematic destructive interference and suppresses the transmitted intensity
[47].
This chapter presents a detailed theory of a recently discovered [48] in-
terplay between coherent backscattering and localization in a dynamic scat-
tering property, the single-mode delay time of a wave reﬂected by a disor-
dered waveguide. The single-mode delay time is the derivative φ  = dφ/dω
of the phase φ of the wave amplitude with respect to the frequency ω.
It is linearly related to the Wigner-Smith delay times of scattering theory
[23, 24, 49] and is the key observable of recent experiments on multiple
scattering of microwaves [28] and light waves [50]. Van Tiggelen, Seb-
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bah, Stoytchev, and Genack [29] have developed a statistical theory for the
distribution of φ  in a waveguide geometry (where angles of incidence are
discretized as modes). Although the theory was worked out mainly for the
case of transmission, the implications for reﬂection are that the distribution
P(φ ) does not depend on whether the detected mode n is the same as the
incident mode m or not. Hence it appears that no coherent backscattering
effect exists for P(φ ).
What we will demonstrate here is that this is true only if wave localiza-
tion may be disregarded. The previous studies [28,29] dealt with the diffu-
sive regime of waveguide lengths L below the localization length ξ. (The
localization length in a waveguide geometry is ξ   Nl, with N the number
of propagating modes and l the mean free path.) Here we consider the lo-
calized regime L >ξ(assuming that also the absorption length ξa >ξ). The
distribution of reﬂected intensity is insensitive to the presence or absence
of localization, being given in both regimes by Rayleigh’s law. In contrast,
we ﬁnd that the delay-time distribution changes markedly as one enters the
localized regime, decaying more slowly for large |φ |. Moreover, a coher-
ent backscattering effect appears: For L >ξthe peak of P(φ ) is higher for
n = m than for n  = m by a factor which is close to
√
2, the precise factor
being
√
2× 4096
1371π = 1.35.
We also consider what happens if time-reversal symmetry is broken,
by some magneto-optical effect. The coherent backscattering effect disap-
pears. However, even for n  = m, the delay-time distribution for preserved
time-reversalsymmetry is different than for broken time-reversalsymmetry.
This difference is again only present for L >ξand vanishes in the diffusive
regime.
The plan of this chapter is as follows: In Section 3.2 we specify the
notion [28] of the single-mode delay time φ , relate it to the Wigner-Smith
delay times and review the results [29] for the diffusive regime, extending
them to include ballistic corrections. This section also contains the random-
matrix formulation for the localized regime, that provides the basis for our
calculations, and includes a brief discussion of the conventional coherent
backscattering effect in the static intensity I. Section 3.3 presents the calcu-
lation of the joint distribution of φ  and I. We compare our analytical theory
with numerical simulations and give a qualitative argument for the dynamic
coherent backscattering effect. The role of absorption is discussed, as well3.2. DELAY TIMES 29
Figure3.1: Sketchofa waveguidecontainingarandomlyscatteringmedium
and illuminated by a monochromatic plane wave. We study the frequency
dependence of the phase φ of the reﬂected wave amplitude in a single
speckle, corresponding to a single waveguide mode. The derivative φ  =
dφ/dω is the single-mode delay time.
as the effect of broken time-reversal symmetry. Details of the calculation
are delegated to the appendices.
3.2 Delay times
3.2.1 Single-mode delay times
We consider a disordered medium (mean free path l) in a waveguide geom-
etry (length L), as depicted in Fig. 3.1. There are N  1 propagating modes
at frequency ω, given by N = πA/λ2 for a waveguide with an opening of
area A. The wave velocity is c, and we consider a scalar wave (disregarding
polarization) for simplicity. In the numerical simulations we will work with
a two-dimensional waveguide of width W, where N = 2W/λ.
We study the dependence of the reﬂected wave amplitude
rnm =
√
Ieiφ (3.1)
on the frequency ω. The indices n and m specify the detected and inci-
dent mode, respectively. (We assume single-mode excitation and detection.)30 CHAPTER 3. LOCALIZATION-INDUCED COHERENT ...
Here I =|rnm|2 is theintensityof thereﬂectedwaveinthedetectedmodefor
unit incident intensity, and characterizes the static properties of the reﬂected
wave. Dynamic information is contained in the phase derivative
φ  =
dφ
dω
, (3.2)
which has the dimension of a time and is called the single-mode delay time
[28,29]. The intensity I and the delay time φ  can be recovered from the
product of reﬂection matrix elements
ρ = rnm(ω+ 1
2δω)r∗
nm(ω− 1
2δω) , (3.3)
evaluated at two nearby frequencies ω± 1
2δω. To leading order in the fre-
quency difference δω one has
ρ = I(1+iδωφ ) ⇒ I = lim
δω→0
Reρ, φ  = lim
δω→0
Imρ
δωI
. (3.4)
We seek the joint distribution function P(I,φ ) in an ensemble of dif-
ferent realizations of disorder. We distinguish between the diffusive regime
where L is small compared to the localization length ξ   Nl, and the lo-
calized regime where L  ξ. Localization also requires that the absorption
length ξa  ξ. We will contrast the case of excitation and detection in two
distinct modes n  =m with the equal-mode case n =m. Although we mainly
focus on the optically more relevantcase of preserved time-reversalsymme-
try, we will also discuss the case of broken time-reversalsymmetry for com-
parison. These two cases are indicated by the index β = 1, 2, respectively.
3.2.2 Relation to Wigner-Smith delay times
In the localized regime (ξ   L,ξa) we can relate the single-mode delay time
φ  to the Wigner-Smith [23,24,49] delay times τi, with i = 1,...,N. The
τi’s are deﬁned for a unitary reﬂection matrix r (composed of the elements
rnm), hence they require the absence of transmission and of absorption. One
then has
−ir† dr
dω
=U†diag(τ1,...,τN)U, (3.5a)
−ir∗drT
dω
= V †diag(τ1,...,τN)V, (3.5b)3.2. DELAY TIMES 31
with U and V unitary matrices of eigenvectors. In the presence of time-
reversal symmetry r is a symmetric matrix, hence V =U in this case.
For small δω we can expand
r(ω± 1
2δω) = V TU ± 1
2i δωV Tdiag(τ1,...,τN)U . (3.6)
Inserting it into Eq. (3.3) and comparison with Eq. (3.4) yields the relations
φ  = Re
A1
A0
, I =|A0|2 , Ak =
 
i
τk
i uivi . (3.7)
We have abbreviated ui = Uim, vi = Vin. In the special case n = m the co-
efﬁcients ui and vi are identical in the presence of time-reversal symmetry.
The distribution of the Wigner-Smithdelay times in thelocalizedregime
was determined recently [26]. In terms of the rates µi =1/τi it has the form
of the Laguerre ensemble of random-matrix theory,
P({µi}) ∝
 
i<j
|µi −µj|β  
k
 (µk)e−γ(βN+2−β)µk , (3.8)
where the step function  (x) = 1 for x > 0 and 0 for x < 0. The parameter
γ is deﬁned by
γ = αltr/c, (3.9)
with the coefﬁcient α = π2/4o r8 /3 for two- or three-dimensional scatter-
ing, respectively. Here ltr is the transport mean free path, different from the
mean free path l in a scaling equation. Eq. (3.8) extends the N = 1 result of
Refs. [51–53] to any N.
The matrices U and V in Eq. (3.6) are uniformly distributed in the uni-
tary group. They are independent for β = 2, while U = V for β = 1. In the
large-N limit the matrix elements become independent Gaussian random
numbers with vanishing mean and variance 1/N. Hence
 ui =  vi =0,  |ui|2 =  | vi|2 =N−1, (3.10)
with ui = vi for n = m and β = 1. Corrections to this Gaussian approxima-
tion are of order 1/N.32 CHAPTER 3. LOCALIZATION-INDUCED COHERENT ...
3.2.3 Diffusion theory
The joint probability distribution P(I,φ ) in the diffusive regimel   L  ξ
has been derived in Refs. [28,29],
Pdiff(I,φ ) =  (I)(I/π ¯ I3)1/2e−I/ ¯ I
×(Q ¯ φ 2)−1/2exp
 
−
I
¯ I
(φ − ¯ φ )2
Q ¯ φ 2
 
, (3.11)
with constants ¯ I, ¯ φ , and Q. It has the same form for transmission and
reﬂection, the only difference being the dependence of the constants on the
system parameters. Here we focus on the case of reﬂection, because we are
concerned with coherent backscattering.
From the joint distribution function (3.11) one obtains for the intensity
the Rayleigh distribution
Pdiff(I) =
1
¯ I
exp(−I/ ¯ I). (3.12)
Hence ¯ I is the mean detected intensity per mode. It is given by [20]
¯ I =
1
N
(1+δβ1δnm), (3.13)
assuming unit incident intensity. The factor-of-two enhancement in the case
n = m is the static coherent backscattering effect mentioned in the introduc-
tion, which exists only in the presence of time-reversal symmetry (β = 1).
Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) remain valid in the localized regime, since they are
determined by scattering on the scale of the mean free path. Hence L  l is
sufﬁcient for static coherent backscattering, and it does not matter whether
L is small or large compared to ξ.
By integrating over I in Eq. (3.11) one arrives at the distribution of
single-mode delay times [28,29],
Pdiff(φ ) =
Q
2 ¯ φ [Q+(φ / ¯ φ −1)2]−3/2 . (3.14)
Hence ¯ φ  is the mean delay time while
√
Q sets the relative width of the3.2. DELAY TIMES 33
distribution. These constants are determined by the correlator [28,29]
C12 =
 rnm(ω+δω)r∗
nm(ω) 
 rnm(ω)r∗
nm(ω) 
= 1+i ¯ φ δω− 1
2 ¯ φ 2(Q+1)(δω)2. (3.15)
Diffusion theory gives
¯ φ  = 2γs/3, Q = 2s/5. (3.16)
Here γ is given by Eq. (3.9). We have deﬁned
s = α L/ltr, (3.17)
where the numerical coefﬁcient α  = 2/π, 3/4 for two-, three-dimensional
scattering. (The corresponding result for Q given in Ref. [29] is incorrect.)
Diffusion theory predicts that the distribution of delay times (3.14) as
wellas the values of the constants ¯ φ  and Q do not depend on the choice n =
m or n  = m (and also not on whether time-reversal symmetry is preserved
or not). Hence there is no dynamic effect of coherent backscattering in the
diffusive regime.
3.2.4 Ballistic corrections
The expressions for the constants ¯ I, ¯ φ , and Q given above are valid up to
corrections of order l/L. Here we give more accurate formulas that account
for these ballistic corrections. (We need these to compare with numerical
simulations.) We determine the ballistic corrections for Q and ¯ φ  by relating
the dynamic problem to a static problem with absorption. (This relationship
only works for the mean. It cannot be used to obtain the distribution [54].)
The mean total reﬂectivity
¯ a = 1+x −
 
2x +x2coth
 
s
 
2x +x2+ arcosh(1+x)
 
(3.18)
for absorption α x per mean free path has been evaluated in Ref. [55]. [Here
α  is the same constant as in the deﬁnition of s, Eq. (3.17).] We identify
C12 = ¯ a(x)/¯ a(0) by analytic continuation to an imaginary absorption rate
x =− iδωγ. Expanding in x to second order we ﬁnd
¯ φ  = γ
s(3+2s)
3(1+s)
, Q =
8s3+28s2+30s +15
5(2s +3)2 . (3.19)34 CHAPTER 3. LOCALIZATION-INDUCED COHERENT ...
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of the single-mode delay time φ  in the diffusive
regime. The result of numerical simulation (data points) with N = 50 prop-
agatingmodes is compared to the prediction(3.14) of diffusion theory (solid
curve). There is no difference between the case n = m of equal-mode ex-
citation and detection (open circles) and the case n  = m of excitation and
detection in distinct modes (full circles).
3.2.5 Numerical simulation
The validity of diffusion theory was tested in Refs. [28,29,50] by compar-
ison with experiments in transmission. In Fig. 3.2 we show an alternative
test in reﬂection, by comparison with a numerical simulation of scattering
of a scalar wave by a two-dimensional random medium. (We assume time-
reversal symmetry.) The reﬂection matrices r(ω± 1
2δω) are computed by
applying the method of recursive Green functions [45] to the Helmholtz
equation on a square lattice (lattice constant a). The width W = 100a and
thefrequencyω=1.4c/a arechosensuch thatthereare N =50 propagating
modes. The transport mean free path ltr = 14.0a is found from the formula
[4] trrr† = Ns(1+s)−1 for the reﬂectionprobability. The corresponding lo-
calization length ξ = NL/s = 1100a. The parameter γ = 46.3a/c is found
from Eq. (3.19) by equating  φ  = ¯ φ . (This value of γ is somewhat bigger3.3. DYNAMIC COHERENT BACKSCATTERING EFFECT 35
than the value γ = π2ltr/4c = 34.5a/c expected for two-dimensional scat-
tering, as a consequence of the anisotropic dispersion relation on a square
lattice.) We will use the same set of parameters in the interpretation of the
results in the localized regime, later in this chapter.
Our numerical results conﬁrm that in the diffusive regime the distribu-
tion of delay times φ  does not distinguish between excitation and detection
in distinct modes (n  = m, full circles) and identical modes (n = m, open
circles).
3.3 Dynamic coherent backscattering effect
3.3.1 Distinct-mode excitation and detection
We now calculate the joint probability distribution function P(I,φ )o fi n -
tensity I and single-mode delay time φ  in the localized regime, for the
typical case n  =m of excitation and detection in two distinct modes. We as-
sume preserved time-reversal symmetry (β = 1), leaving the case of broken
time-reversal symmetry for the end of this section.
It is convenient to work momentarily with the weighted delay time W =
φ I and to recover P(I,φ ) from P(I,W) at the end. The characteristic
function
χ(p,q) =
 
e−ipI−iqW 
(3.20)
is the Fourier transform of P(I,W). The average  ···  is over the vectors
u and v and over the set of eigenvalues {τi}. The average over one of the
vectors, say v, is easily carried out, because it is a Gaussian integration. The
result is a determinant,
χ(p,q) =
 
det(1+iH/N)−1 
, (3.21a)
H = pu∗uT+ 1
2q(¯ u∗uT+u∗¯ uT) . (3.21b)
The Hermitian matrix H is a sum of dyadic products of the vectors u and ¯ u,
with ¯ ui = uiτi, and hence has only two non-vanishing eigenvalues λ+ and
λ−. Some straightforward linear algebra gives
λ± = 1
2
 
qB 1+ p±
 
2pqB1+q2B2+ p2
 
, (3.22)36 CHAPTER 3. LOCALIZATION-INDUCED COHERENT ...
where we have deﬁned the spectral moments
Bk =
 
i
|ui|2τk
i . (3.23)
The resulting determinant is
det(1+ H/N)−1 = (1+λ+/N)−1(1+λ−/N)−1, (3.24)
hence
χ(p,q) =
  
1+
ip
N
+
iq
N
B1+
q2
4N2(B2− B2
1)
 −1 
. (3.25)
An inverse Fourier transform, followed by a change of variables from I, W
to I, φ ,g i v e s
P(I,φ ) =  (I)(N3I/π)1/2e−NI
×
 
(B2− B2
1)−1/2exp
 
−NI
(φ − B1)2
B2− B2
1
  
. (3.26)
The average is over the spectral moments B1 and B2, which depend on the
ui’s and τi’s via Eq. (3.23).
The calculation of the joint distribution P(B1,B2) is presented in Ap-
pendix 3.A. The result is
P(B1,B2) =  (B1) (B2)exp
 
−
NB2
1
B2
 
×
 
B2
1γ N3
B4
2
(B2+γ N2B1)exp
 
−
2γ N
B1
 
−
γ 3N5
4B5
2
(2B2
2 −4B2
1B2N + B4
1N2)Ei
 
−
2γ N
B1
  
, (3.27)
where Ei(x) is the exponential-integral function. The distribution P(I,φ )
follows from Eq. (3.26) by integrating over B1 and B2 with weight given by
Eq. (3.27).3.3. DYNAMIC COHERENT BACKSCATTERING EFFECT 37
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of the single-mode delay time φ  in the localized
regime. The results of numerical simulations with N = 50 propagating
modes (open circles for n = m, full circles for n  = m) are compared to the
analytical predictions. The curve for different incident and detected modes
n  = m is obtained from Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28). The curve for n = m is cal-
culated from Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30). The same value for γ is used as in the
diffusive regime, Fig. 3.2.
Irrespective of the distribution of B1 and B2, we recover from Eq. (3.26)
the Rayleigh law (3.12) for the intensity I. The distribution P(φ ) =
  ∞
0 dI
P(I,φ ) of the single-mode delay time takes the form
P(φ ) =
∞  
0
dB1
∞  
0
dB2
P(B1,B2)(B2− B2
1)
2(B2+φ 2−2B1φ )3/2 . (3.28)
In Fig. 3.3 this distribution is compared with the result of a numerical simu-
lation of a random medium as in Section 3.2.5, but now in the localized
regime. The same value for γ was used as in Fig. 3.2, making this compar-
ison a parameter-free test of the theory. (Note that γ alone determines the
complete distribution function in the localized regime, in contrast to the dif-38 CHAPTER 3. LOCALIZATION-INDUCED COHERENT ...
fusive case where two parameters are required.) The numerical data agree
very well with the analytical prediction.
3.3.2 Equal-mode excitation and detection
We now turn to the case n = m of equal-mode excitation and detection, still
assuming that time-reversal symmetry is preserved. Since ui = vi,w en o w
have
φ  = Re
C1
C0
, I =| C0|2 , Ck =
 
i
τk
i u2
i . (3.29)
The joint distribution function P(C0,C1) of these complex numbers can be
calculated in the same way as P(B1,B2). In Appendix 3.C we obtain
P(C0,C1) ∝ exp(−N|C0|2/2)
  ∞
0
dss2e−s
×
 
1+
|C1|2s2
γ 2N2 −
2s
γ N
ReC0C∗
1
 −5/2
. (3.30)
The corresponding distribution function P(φ ) is plotted also in Fig. 3.3 and
compared with the results of the numerical simulation. Good agreement is
obtained, without any free parameter.
3.3.3 Comparison of both situations
Comparing the two curves in Fig. 3.3, we ﬁnd a striking difference between
distinct-mode and equal-mode excitation and detection: The distribution for
n =m displays an enhanced probability of small delay times. In the vicinity
of the peak, both distributions become very similar when the delay times for
n  = m are divided by a scale factor of about
√
2. In the limit N →∞(see
following subsection), the maximal value P(φ 
peak)=
 
2/πN3γ 2 for n =m
is larger than the maximum of P(φ ) for n  = m by a factor
Pn=m(φ 
peak)
Pn =m(φ 
peak)
=
√
2×
4096
1371π
= 1.35. (3.31)3.3. DYNAMIC COHERENT BACKSCATTERING EFFECT 39
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of the single-mode delay time φ  in the localized
regime for preserved time-reversal symmetry, in the limit N →∞ . In this
limit P(φ ) becomes symmetric for positiveand negativevalues of φ . Com-
pared are the result for n  = m [Eqs. (3.33), (3.57)] and n = m [Eqs. (3.29),
(3.34), (3.35)]. The distribution for n = m falls on top of the distribution for
n  = m when φ  is rescaled by a factor 1.35 (dashed curve, almost indistin-
guishable from the solid curve for n  = m).
Correspondingly, the probability to ﬁnd very large delay times is reduced
for n = m. This is reﬂected by the asymptotic behavior
P(φ ) ∼
γ N3/2
φ 2 ×
 
(2π)−1/2 for n = m, √
π/4 for n  = m.
(3.32)
The enhanced probability of small delay times for n = m is the dynamic
coherent backscattering effect mentioned in the introduction. The effect
requires localization and is not observed in the diffusive regime.
3.3.4 Limit N →∞
The results presented so far assume N   1, but retain ﬁnite-N corrections
of order N−1/2. (Only terms of order 1/N and higher are neglected.) It turns40 CHAPTER 3. LOCALIZATION-INDUCED COHERENT ...
out that the asymmetry of P(φ ) for positive and negative values of φ  is an
effect of order N−1/2. The asymmetry is hence captured faithfully by our
calculation. We now consider how the asymmetry eventually disappears in
the limit N →∞ .
For distinct modes n  = m, the spectral moments scale as B1 ∼ γ N and
B2 ∼ γ 2N3. With φ  ∼ γ N3/2, one ﬁnds that B1 can be omitted to order
N−1/2 in Eq. (3.28). One obtains the symmetric distribution
P(φ ) =
  ∞
0
dB2
P(B2)B2
2(B2+φ 2)3/2, (3.33)
plotted in Fig. 3.4.
For identical modes n = m, observe that the quantities C0 and C1 be-
come mutually independent in the large-N limit: The cross-term (γ N)−1Re
C0C∗
1 in Eq. (3.30) is of relative order N−1/2 because C0 ∼ N−1/2 and
C1 ∼ γ N. Hence to order N−1/2 the distribution factorizes, P(C0,C1) =
P(C0)P(C1). The distribution of C0 is a Gaussian,
P(C0) =
N
2π
exp(−N|C0|2/2), (3.34)
as a consequence of the central-limit theorem, and
P(C1) ∝
  ∞
0
dss2e−s
 
1+
|C1|2s2
γ 2N2
 −5/2
. (3.35)
The resulting distribution of φ  = Re(C1/C0) is also plotted in Fig. 3.4.
Thedynamiccoherentbackscatteringeffectpersistsinthelimit N →∞,
it is therefore not due to ﬁnite-N corrections. The peak heights differ by the
factor given in Eq. (3.31).
3.3.5 Interpretation in terms of large ﬂuctuations
In order to explain the coherent backscattering enhancement of the peak of
P(φ ) in more qualitative terms, we compare Eq. (3.29) for n = m with the
corresponding relation (3.7) for n  = m.
The factorization of the joint distribution function P(C0,C1) discussed
in the previous subsection can be seen as a consequence of the high density3.3. DYNAMIC COHERENT BACKSCATTERING EFFECT 41
of anomalously large Wigner-Smith delay times τi in the Laguerre ensemble
(3.8). The distribution of the largest time τmax = maxi τi follows from the
distribution of the smallest eigenvalue in the Laguerre ensemble, calculated
by Edelman [56]. It is given by
P(τmax) =
γ N2
τ2
max
exp(−γ N2/τmax). (3.36)
As a consequence, the spectral moment C1 is dominated by a small number
of contributions u2
i τi (often enough by a single one, say with index i = 1),
while C0 can be safely approximated by the sum over all remaining indices
i (say, i  = 1). The same argument applies also to the spectral moments Ak
which determine the delay-time statistics for n  = m, hence the distribution
function P(A0, A1) factorizes as well.
The quantities A0 and C0 have a Gaussian distribution for large N, be-
cause of the central-limit theorem, with P(C0) given by Eq. (3.34) and
P(A0) =
N
π
exp(−N|A0|2). (3.37)
It becomes then clear that the main contribution to the enhancement (3.31)
of the peak height, namely the factor of
√
2, has the same origin as the
factor-of-two enhancement of the mean intensity ¯ I. More precisely, the re-
lation P(A0 = x) = 2P(C0 =
√
2x) leads to a rescaling of P(I) for n = m
by a factor of 1/2 and to a rescaling of P(φ ) by a factor of
√
2. The remain-
ing factor of 4096
1371π = 0.95 comes from the difference in the distributions
P(A1) and P(C1). It turns out that the distribution
P(A1) =
  ∞
0
ds
1
4πγN
s2
(4+|A1/γ N|2s2)3
×
 
e−s(64+32s +12s2+s3)−3s2Ei(−s)
 
(3.38)
(derivedinAppendix3.D)isverysimilarto P(C1)giveninEq.(3.35), hence
the remaining factor is close to unity.
The large τi’s are related to the penetration of the wave deep into the lo-
calized regions and are eliminated in the diffusive regime L  ξ. In the fol-
lowing subsection we compare the localized and diffusive regimes in more
detail.42 CHAPTER 3. LOCALIZATION-INDUCED COHERENT ...
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Figure 3.5: Distributions of ˜ B1 = B1/γ N and ˜ B2 = B2/γ 2N3. The analytic
prediction from Eq. (3.27) [for explicit formulas see Eqs. (3.56) and (3.57)]
iscomparedtotheresultof anumericalsimulationof theLaguerreensemble
with N = 50.
3.3.6 Localized versus diffusive regime
Comparison of Eqs. (3.11) and (3.26) shows that the two joint distributions
of I and φ  would be identical if statistical ﬂuctuations in the spectral mo-
ments B1, B2 could be ignored. The correspondences are
B1 ↔ ¯ φ , B2− B2
1 ↔ Q ¯ φ 2. (3.39)
However, the distribution P(B1,B2) is very broad (see Fig. 3.5), so that
ﬂuctuations can not be ignored. The most probable values are
B
typical
1   γ N, B
typical
2   γ 2N3, (3.40)
but the mean values  B1 ,  B2  diverge—demonstrating the presence of
large ﬂuctuations. In the diffusive regime L  ξ the spectral moments B1
and B2 can be replaced by their ensemble averages, and the diffusion the-
ory [28,29] is recovered. (The same applies if the absorption length ξa ξ.)3.3. DYNAMIC COHERENT BACKSCATTERING EFFECT 43
The large ﬂuctuations in B1 and B2 directly affect the statistical proper-
ties of the delay time φ . We compare the distribution (3.28) in the local-
ized regime (Fig. 3.3) with the result (3.14) of diffusion theory (Fig. 3.2).
In the localized regime the value φ 
peak   B
typical
1 at the center of the peak
of P(φ ) is much smaller than the width of the peak  φ    (B
typical
2 )1/2  
φ 
peak(ξ/l)1/2. This holds also in the diffusive regime, where φ 
peak = ¯ φ 
and  φ    φ 
peak(L/l)1/2. However, the mean  φ  =  B1  diverges for
P, but is ﬁnite (equal to ¯ φ ) for Pdiff. For large B2 one has asymptot-
ically P(B2) ∼ 1
4Nγ 3/2√
πB
−3/2
2 . As a consequence, in the tails P(φ )
falls off only quadratically [see Eq. (3.32)], while in the diffusive regime
Pdiff(φ ) ∼ 1
2Q ¯ φ 2|φ |−3 falls off with an inverse third power.
3.3.7 Role of absorption
Although absorption causes the same exponential decay of the transmitted
intensity as localization, this decay is of a quite different, namely incoherent
nature. The strong ﬂuctuations in the localized regime disappear as soon as
the absorption length ξa drops below the localization length ξ, because long
paths which penetrate into the localized regions are suppressed by absorp-
tion. In this situation one should expect that the results of diffusion theory
are again valid even for L  ξ. This expectation is conﬁrmed by our nu-
merical simulations. (We do not know how to incorporate absorption effects
into our analytical theory.)
In Fig. 3.6 we plot the delay-time distribution for two values of the ab-
sorption length ξa <ξand one value ξa >ξ, both for equal-mode and for
distinct-mode excitation and detection. The waveguide length is L = 4.5ξ.
The result for strong absorption with ξa = 0.11ξ is very similar to Fig. 3.2.
Irrespective of the choice of the detection mode, the data can be ﬁtted to
the prediction (3.14) of diffusion theory. The plot for ξa = 0.47ξ shows that
the dynamic coherent backscattering effect slowly sets in when the absorp-
tion length becomes comparable to the localization length. The data also
deviate from the prediction of diffusion theory. The full factor (3.31) be-
tween the peak heights quickly develops as soon as ξa exceeds ξ, as can be
seen from the data for ξa = 2.1ξ. Moreover, these data can already be ﬁtted
to the predictions of random-matrix theory, with γ ≈ 53.2a/c. (The value
γ = 46.3a/c of Sec. 3.2.5 is reached when absorption is further reduced.)44 CHAPTER 3. LOCALIZATION-INDUCED COHERENT ...
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Figure 3.6: Single-mode delay-time distribution P(φ ) in the presence of
absorption. The data points are the result of a numerical simulation of a
waveguidewithlength L =4.5ξ. Open circlesarefor equal-mode excitation
and detection n = m, full circles for the case of distinct modes n  = m.I n
the upper panel (with ξa <ξ), the data are compared to the prediction (3.14)
of diffusion theory. In the lower panel we compare with the predictions
(3.27-3.30) of random-matrix theory.3.4. CONCLUSION 45
3.3.8 Broken time-reversal symmetry
The case β = 2 of broken time-reversal symmetry is less important for op-
tical applications, but has been realized in microwave experiments [57–59].
There is now no difference between n = m and n  = m. The matrices U
and V have the same statistical distribution as for the case of preserved
time-reversal symmetry. Hence, by following the steps of Section 3.3.1, we
arriveagainat Eq. (3.26), withspectral moments Bk as deﬁned in Eq. (3.23).
Their joint distribution has now to be calculated from Eq. (3.8) with β = 2.
This calculation is carried out in Appendix 3.B. The result is
P(B1,B2) =
2γ N3B2
1
B3
2
exp(−NB2
1/B2−2γ N/B1). (3.41)
The distribution of single-mode delay times P(φ ) is given by Eq. (3.28)
with this new function P(B1,B2). We plot P(φ ) in Fig. 3.7 and compare it
to the case of preserved time-reversalsymmetry. The distribution is rescaled
by about a factor of two towards larger delay times when time-reversalsym-
metry is broken. This can be understood from the fact that the relevant
length scale, the localization length, is twice as big for broken time-reversal
symmetry (ξ = 2NL/s, while ξ = NL/s for preserved time-reversal sym-
metry).
3.4 Conclusion
We have presented a detailedtheory, supported by numerical simulations, of
a recently discovered [48] coherent backscattering effect in the single-mode
delay times of a wave reﬂected by a disordered waveguide. This dynamic
effect is special because it requires localization for its existence, in contrast
to the static coherent backscattering effect in the reﬂected intensity. The
dynamic effect can be understood from the combination of the static effect
and the large ﬂuctuations in the localized regime.
In the diffusive regime there is no dynamic coherent backscattering ef-
fect: The distribution of delay times is unaffected by the choice of the de-
tection mode and the presence or absence of time-reversal symmetry. The
effect also disappears when the absorption length is smaller than the local-46 CHAPTER 3. LOCALIZATION-INDUCED COHERENT ...
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the single-mode delay-time distributions for pre-
served and broken time-reversal symmetry. The number of propagating
modes is N = 50. The curves are calculated from Eq. (3.28) with P(B1,B2)
given by Eq. (3.27) (β = 1) or Eq. (3.41) (β = 2).
ization length. In both situations the large ﬂuctuations characteristic for the
localized regime are suppressed.
Existing experiments on the delay-time distribution [28,50] have veri-
ﬁed the diffusion theory [29]. The theory for the localized regime presented
here awaits experimental veriﬁcation.
3.A Joint distribution of B1 and B2 for β = 1
We calculate the joint probability distribution function P(B1,B2)o ft h e
spectralmoments B1 and B2,d e ﬁnedinEq.(3.23), whichdetermine P(I,φ )
from Eq. (3.26). We assume preserved time-reversal symmetry (β = 1).
Since Bk =
 
i |ui|2µ−k
i , we have to average over the wavefunction ampli-
tudes ui, which are Gaussian complex numbers with zero mean and vari-
ance 1/N, and the rates µi which are distributed according to the Laguerre
ensemble (3.8) with β = 1. This Laguerre ensemble is represented as the3.A. JOINT DISTRIBUTION OF B1 AND B2 FOR β = 14 7
eigenvalues of an N × N Hermitian matrix W†W, where W is a complex
symmetric matrix with the Gaussian distribution
P(W) ∝ exp[−γ(N +1)trW†W]. (3.42)
The calculation is performed neglecting corrections of order 1/N, so that
we are allowed to replace N +1b yN. The measure is
dW =
 
i<j
dReWijdImWij
 
i
dReWiidImWii. (3.43)
3.A.1 Characteristic function
In the ﬁrst step we express P(B1,B2) by its characteristic function,
P(B1,B2) =
1
(2π)2
  ∞
−∞
dp
  ∞
−∞
dqe ipB1+iqB2χ(p,q), (3.44)
χ(p,q) =
 
N  
l=1
exp
 
−i|ul|2
 
p
µl
+
q
µ2
l
   
, (3.45)
and average over the ul’s,
χ(p,q) =
 
N  
l=1
 
1+i
p
µlN
+i
q
µ2
l N
 −1 
=
 
det(W†W)2
det[(W†W)2+ip(W†W)/N +iq/N]
 
. (3.46)
We have expressed the product over eigenvalues as a ratio of determinants.
We write the determinant in the denominator as an integral over a complex
vector z,
χ(p,q) ∝
 
dW
 
dzexp[−γ NtrW†W]det(W†W)2
×exp{−z†[(W†W)2+ip(W†W)/N +iq/N]z} .(3.47)
This integral converges because W†W is positive deﬁnite.48 CHAPTER 3. LOCALIZATION-INDUCED COHERENT ...
3.A.2 Parameterization of the matrix W
Now we choose a parameterization of W which facilitates a stepwise inte-
gration over its degrees of freedom. The distribution of W is invariant under
transformations W → UTWU, with any unitary matrix U. Hence we can
choose a basis in which z points into direction 1 and write W in block form
W =
 
a xT
x X
 
. (3.48)
Here a is a complex number. For any N −1 dimensional vector x we can
use another unitary transformation on the X block after which x points into
direction 2. Then W is of the form
W =


ax0T
xbyT
0 y Y

, (3.49)
with the real number x =| x|. In this parameterization
(W†W)11 =| a|2+x2 ,
[(W†W)2]11 = (|a|2+x2)2+x2y2+x2|a+b∗|2 ,
detW = [a(b−yTY−1y)−x2]detY ,
trW†W =| a|2+|b|2+2x2+2y2+trY ,
dW = d2ad2bdxdydY ,
with y =| y|. A suitable transformation on Y allows to replace the term
yTY−1y by y2(Y−1)11.
For this parameterization of W, the integrand in Eq. (3.47) depends on
the vectors x, y, and z only by their magnitudes x, y, and z =| z|. Hence we
can replace dx → x2N−3dx,d y → y2N−5dy, and dz → z2N−1dz.
3.A.3 Integration
The integrand in Eq. (3.47) involves z, p, and q in the form
exp[−z2([(W†W)2]11+ip(W†W)11/N +iq/N)] . (3.50)3.A. JOINT DISTRIBUTION OF B1 AND B2 FOR β = 14 9
It is convenient to pass back to P(B1,B2) by Eq. (3.44), because integration
over p and q gives delta functions
δ[B1−z2(|a|2+x2)/N]δ(B2−z2/N)
=
1
B2
δ(B1/B2−|a|2−x2)δ(B2−z2/N) . (3.51)
Subsequent integration over z results in
P(B1,B2) ∝
 
d2ad2bdxdyx2N−3y2N−5
× BN−2
2 δ(B1/B2−|a|2−x2)
×[c0|ab−x2|4+4c2|a|2y4|ab−x2|2+c4|a|4y8]
×exp
 
−NB 2
 
B2
1/B2
2 +x2y2+x2|a∗+b|2 
−2γ Ny2 
. (3.52)
Here we omitted a term γ N(|a|2+|b|2+2x2) in the exponent, because it is
of order 1/N as we shall see later. Furthermore, we denoted
cm =
 |detY|4|(Y−1)11|m 
 |detY|4 
. (3.53)
These coefﬁcients will be calculated later, with the result c0 = 1, c2 =
2γ, c4 = 4γ 2. Integration over y yields for the terms proportional to cm
the factors (B2x2 +2γ)−m−N+2, which can be combined with the factor
(B2x2)N−2, giving to order 1/N [we anticipate γ/B2x2 = O(1/N)]
(B2x2)N−2
(B2x2+2γ)N−2+m → (B2x2)−m exp
 
−
2γ N
B2x2
 
. (3.54)
We introduce a new integrationvariableby b  =b+a∗.S of a rP(B1,B2)
is reduced to the form
P(B1,B2) ∝
 
d2ad2b dxxδ(B1/B2−|a|2−x2)
×
  
 
   ab −
B1
B2
 
 
   
4
+
4c2|a|2
B2
2x4
 
 
   ab −
B1
B2
 
 
   
2
+
c4|a|4
B4
2x8
 
×exp
 
−
2γ N
x2B2
− N
B2
1
B2
− NB 2x2|b |2
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Let us now convince ourselves with this expression that we were justiﬁed
to omit the term γ N(|a|2 +|b|2+2x2) in Eq. (3.52) and to use Eq. (3.54).
Indeed, the various quantities scale as B1   γ N, B2   γ 2N3, and |a|2  
|b|2   x2   1/γ N2, because any γ and N dependence disappears if one
passes to appropriately rescaled quantities B1/γ N, etc. The terms omitted
are therefore of order 1/N.
The remaining integrations in Eq. (3.55) are readily performed, with the
ﬁnal result (3.27). The distribution of B1 to order 1/N is
P(B1) =
γ N
B3
1
(B1+2γ N)exp
 
−
2γ N
B1
 
. (3.56)
The spectral moment B1 appeared before in a different physical context in
Ref. [55], but only a heuristic approximation was given in that paper. Eq.
(3.56) solves this random-matrix problem precisely.
For completeness we also give the distribution of the other spectral mo-
ment B2 (rescaled as ˜ B2 = B2γ −2N−3) in terms of Meijer G functions,
P( ˜ B2) =
1
64 ˜ B
5/2
2 π1/2
 
14π ˜ B2−16G
0,3
3,0( ˜ B2|−1
2,0,3
2)
+20G
0,3
3,0( ˜ B2|−1
2, 1
2,1)+22G
0,3
3,0( ˜ B2|1
2, 1
2,1)
+8G
0,3
3,0( ˜ B2|1
2,1,3
2)+4G
0,3
3,0( ˜ B2|1
2, 3
2,2)
−8G
1,3
4,1
 
˜ B2
 
   
 
−1
2,0,3
2,2
1
 
−16G
1,3
4,1
 
˜ B2
 
   
 
0, 1
2, 3
2,2
1
 
+3G
0,4
4,1
 
˜ B2
   
 
 
1
2, 1
2, 3
2, 3
2
0
  
. (3.57)
3.A.4 Coefﬁcients
Now we calculate the coefﬁcients c2 and c4 deﬁned in Eq. (3.53). It is
convenient to resize the matrix Y to dimension N (instead of N −2) and to
set momentarily γ N = 1. We use again a block decomposition,
Y =
 
a wT
w Z
 
, (3.58)3.A. JOINT DISTRIBUTION OF B1 AND B2 FOR β = 15 1
and employ the identities
detY = (a−wT Z−1w)detZ , (3.59a)
(Y−1)11 = (a−wT Z−1w)−1 . (3.59b)
Hence
c4 =
 |detZ|4 
 |detY|4 
=
4
(N +1)(N +3)
, (3.60)
where we used Selberg’s integral [3] for
 |detY|4 =
1
6
 (N +4) (N +2)
22N . (3.61)
In order to evaluate
c2 =
 |detZ|4(|a|2+|wT Z−1w|2) 
 |detY|4 
, (3.62)
it is again proﬁtable to use unitary invariance and turn w into direction 1,
|wT Z−1w|2 = w4|(Z−1)11|2 . (3.63)
From w4 =1
4N(N +1) and |a|2 =1 weobtainthen therecursion relation
c2(N) =
4
(N +1)(N +3)
+
N
N +3
c2(N −1) , (3.64)
which is solved by
c2(N) =
2
N +1
. (3.65)
In order to reintroduce γ we have to multiply cm by (γ N)m/2, and obtain to
order 1/N
c2 = 2γ , c4 = 4γ 2 , (3.66)
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3.B Joint distribution of B1 and B2 for β = 2
For broken time-reversal symmetry, the distribution of B1 and B2 has to be
calculated from the Laguerre ensemble (3.8) with β = 2. Similarly as for
preserved time-reversal symmetry, this ensemble can be obtained from the
eigenvalues of a matrix W†W. The matrix W is once more complex, but no
longer symmetric (it is also not Hermitian). It has the Gaussian distribution
P(W) ∝ exp(−2γ NtrW†W), (3.67)
with measure
dW =
 
i,j
dReWijdImWij. (3.68)
It is instructiveto calculateﬁrst P(B1), because itwillbe instrumentalin
thecalculationof P(B1,B2). Afteraveraging overthe ui’s, the characteristic
function takes the form
χ(p) =  exp(−ipB1) =
 
detW†W
det(W†W +ip/N)
 
. (3.69)
Weexpressthedeterminantinthedenominatoras anintegraloveracomplex
vector z. Due to the invariance W → UWV of P(W) for arbitrary unitary
matrices U and V, we can turn z into direction 1 and write
W =


ax   0T
x
0
Y

. (3.70)
Then
P(B1) ∝
 
dpdzz2N−1d2adxx2N−3dx x 2N−3
×(|a|2+d2x2x 2)exp[−(z2+2γ N)(|a|2 +x2)]
×exp[ip(B1−z2/N)−2γ Nx 2] . (3.71)
Selberg’s integral [3] gives
d2 ≡
 |detY|2|(Y−1)11|2 
 |detY|2 
=
2γ N
N −1
. (3.72)3.B. JOINT DISTRIBUTION OF B1 AND B2 FOR β = 25 3
The integration over p gives δ(z2 − NB 1) and allows to eliminate z. The
integration over x  amounts to replacing x 2 = (N −1)/2γ N = d−1
2 . The
ﬁnal integrations are most easily carried out by concatenating a to x, giving
an N-dimensional vector y. Then
P(B1) ∝
 
dyy 2N+1BN−1
1 exp[−N(B1+2γ)y2]
∝ BN−1
1 (B1+2γ)−N−1, (3.73)
which to order 1/N becomes
P(B1) =
2γ N
B2
1
exp(−2γ N/B1). (3.74)
The ﬁrst steps in the calculation of the joint distribution function of B1
and B2 are identical to what was done in Appendix 3.A, and result in the
characteristicfunction χ(p,q) in the form of Eq. (3.47), but with γ replaced
by 2γ. Due to the unitary invariance of the W ensemble we can write
W =




ax  
xb
00 T
y  0T
0 y
00
Y



. (3.75)
Oneintegratesnowover p and q and obtains deltafunctions as inEq. (3.51).
This is followed by integration over z. The calculation is then much sim-
pliﬁed by recognizing that one can rescale the remaining integration vari-
ables in such a way (namely by introducing a2 = ˜ a2B1/B2, x2 = ˜ x2B1/B2,
y 2 = ˜ y 2x−2B−1
2 ) that
P(B1,B2) = B
−3
2 exp(−NB2
1/B2) f (B1). (3.76)
It is not necessary to give here f (B1) as a lengthy multi-dimensional inte-
gral, since its functional form is easily recovered from the relation
P(B1) =
 
dB2 P(B1,B2) = N−2B−4
1 f (B1). (3.77)
We compare this with Eq. (3.74) and arrive at Eq. (3.41). The distribution
of B2 has the closed-form expression
P(B2) = γ −2N−3G
0,3
3,0(γ −2N−3B2|−1
2,−1,−2). (3.78)54 CHAPTER 3. LOCALIZATION-INDUCED COHERENT ...
3.C Joint distribution of C0 and C1
We seek the joint distributions of the spectral moments C0 and C1, which
determine φ  and I for β = 1 and n = m via Eq. (3.29). We start with the
characteristic function
χ(p0, p1) =  exp[i Re(p0C0+ p1C1)]  , (3.79)
where p0 and p1 are complex numbers, as are the quantities C0 and C1
themselves. Since Ck =
 
i u2
i τk
i we have to average over the τi’s and the
ui’s. Averaging over the ui’s ﬁrst, we obtain
χ(p0, p1) =
 
 
i
 
1+
|p1τi + p0|2
N2
 −1/2 
. (3.80)
We regard again the rates µi = τ−1
i as the eigenvalues of a matrix product
YY†, where Y will be speciﬁed below. Then the product of square roots can
be written as a ratio of determinants,
 
i
 
1+
|p1τi + p0|2
N2
 −1/2
= detYYT
×det
 
(YYT)2 N2+|p0|2
N2 +2
Rep0p∗
1
N2 YYT +
|p1|2
N2
 −1/2
.(3.81)
We will express the determinant in the denominator as a Gaussian inte-
gral over a real N-dimensional vector z. Hence it is convenient to choose Y
real as well, so that one can use orthogonal invariance in order to turn z into
direction 1. Moreover, there is a representation of Y which allows to incor-
porate the determinant in the numerator into the probability measure: We
take Y as a rectangular N ×(N +3) matrix with random Gaussian variables,
distributed according to
P(Y) ∝ exp(−γ NtrYYT) . (3.82)
The corresponding distribution of the eigenvalues µi of YYT is given in
Ref. [56] and differs from the Laguerre ensemble (3.8) by the additional3.C. JOINT DISTRIBUTION OF C0 AND C1 55
factor
 
i µi = detYYT. In this representation,
χ ∝
 
dzzN−1
 
exp
 
−z2(1+|p0|2/N2)[(YYT)2]11
 
×exp
 
2Re p0p∗
1
N2 [YYT]11+
|p1|2
N2
  
, (3.83)
where the average is now over Y. Inverse Fourier transformation with re-
spect to p0 and p1 results in
P(C0,C1) ∝
  
dzzN−5 exp[−z2[(YYT)2]11]
[(YYT)2]11−([YYT]11)2
×exp
 
−
|C1|2N2
4z2 −
N2
4z2
|C0−[YYT]11C1|2
[(YYT)2]11−([YYT]11)2
  
. (3.84)
The orthogonal invariance of YYT allows us to parameterize Y as
Y =




a v 0T
w b
0 y
00
Z



 , (3.85)
with real numbers v>0, w>0, y > 0, a, and b, and an (N −1)×(N +1)
dimensional matrix Z. It is good to see that Z drops out of the calculation,
because it does not appear in
[YYT]11 = a2+v2 , (3.86a)
[(YYT)2]11 = (a2+v2)2+(aw+vb)2+v2y2 . (3.86b)
We replace b = b −aw/v and introduce z  = zyv. The integral over z  can
be written in the saddle-point form
 
dz z Ne−z 2
f (z )∝ f (
√
N/2) for large
N. The resulting expression varies with respect to the remaining variables
on the scales
N3a2   N2b 2   N2v2   Ny2   w2 = O(γ −1) . (3.87)
We use the given orders of magnitude to eliminate terms of order N−1,b u t
keep the residual correlations ReC0C∗
1/γ N = O(N−1/2). The joint distri-56 CHAPTER 3. LOCALIZATION-INDUCED COHERENT ...
bution function of C0 and C1 is then
P(C0,C1) ∝
 
dadb dvv3dwwN−2dyyexp[−γ Ny2]
× exp
 
−γ Nw2
 
1+
a2
v2
 
−
N
2y2(v2+y2+b 2)
 
× exp
 
Nv2ReC0C∗
1 −
Nv2y2|C1|2
2
−
N|C0|2
2
 
. (3.88)
Now we can integrate over a, b , w, and v, and arrive at
P(C0,C1) ∝
 
dy
exp[−γ Ny2− N|C0|2/2]
 
y−2+y2|C1|2+2ReC0C∗
1
 5/2 . (3.89)
The ﬁnal result (3.30) is obtained by substituting s = γ Ny2.
3.D Distribution of A1 for β = 1
In the large-N limit thejoint distribution function P(A0, A1)= P(A0)P(A1)
factorizes as explained in Section 3.3.5. The distribution of A0 is given in
Eq. (3.37). It remains to calculate the distribution of A1 =
 
i τiuivi. The
ui’s and vi’s are independent Gaussian random numbers. Averaging over
them, we obtain the characteristic function
χ(p) =  exp[i Re(pA1)] 
=
 
 
i
 
1+
|pτi|2
4N2
 −1 
=
 
det(W†W)2
det[(W†W)2+|p|2/4N]
 
, (3.90)
where p is a complex number. The Laguerre ensemble is again represented
as the eigenvalues of the matrix product W†W, where W is the complex
symmetric matrix with distribution (3.42). Following the route of Appendix
3.A we represent the determinant in the denominator by a Gaussian inte-
gral over a complex vector z and choose a basis in which W is of the form3.D. DISTRIBUTION OF A1 FOR β = 15 7
(3.49). The characteristic function is then obtained as the following multi-
dimensional integral,
χ(p) =
 
dxdydzd2ad2bdY
×|detY|4|a[b−y2(Y−1)11]2−x2|4exp
 
−
|zp|2
4N2
 
×exp
 
−z2 
(|a|2+x2)2+x2|a+b∗|2+x2y2  
×exp
 
−γ N(|a|2+|b|2+2x2+2y2+trY†Y)
 
. (3.91)
Let us brieﬂy describe in which order the integrations are performed
most conveniently. Fourier transformation with respect to p converts the
characteristic function back into the distribution function P(A1). This step
gives rise to a factor z−2exp(−|A1|2N2z−2). We can also integrate over y,
which results in a factor exp[−2γ N/(xz)2]. We introduce new variables by
the substitutions b = ˜ b−a∗, x = v/z, a = a /z. After these transformations
one succeeds to integrate over b , z, and a . The remaining integral over
v =| v| is of the form
P(A1) ∝| A1|−5
 
dvv−5e−2/v
×
 
π[8|A1|2(2+4v+v2)+3v2(16+16v+3v2)]
−
2|A1|v
(|A1|2+v2)4[|A1|4v4(288+304v−25v2)
+|A1|6v2(192+176v−17v2)+8|A1|8(6+4v−v2)
+3v8(16+16v+3v2)+|A1|2v6(192+208v+41v2)]
−[16|A1|2(2+4v+v2)+6v2(16+16v+3v2)]
×arctan(v/|A1|)
 
. (3.92)
The more compact form (3.38) is the result of the replacement v = 2/s,
followed by a number of partial integrations.58 CHAPTER 3. LOCALIZATION-INDUCED COHERENT ...Chapter 4
Single-mode delay time statistics for
scattering by a chaotic cavity
4.1 Introduction
Microwave cavities have proven to be a good experimental testing ground
for theories of chaotic scattering [60]. Much work has been done on static
scattering properties, but recently dynamic features have been measured as
well [61]. A key dynamical observable, introduced by Genack and cowork-
ers [27–29], is the frequency derivative φ  = dφ/dω of the phase of the
wave amplitude measured in a single speckle of the transmitted or reﬂected
wave. Because one speckle corresponds to one element of the scattering
matrix, and because φ  has the dimension of time, this quantity is called the
single-channel or single-mode delay time. It is a linear superposition of the
Wigner-Smith delay times introduced in nuclear physics [23,24].
The probability distribution of the Wigner-Smith delay times for scatter-
ing by a chaotic cavity is known [25,62]. The purpose of this chapter is to
derive from that the distribution P(φ ) of the single-mode delay time. The
calculation follows closely our previous calculation of P(φ ) for reﬂection
from a disordered waveguide in the localized regime [48]. The absence of
localization in a chaotic cavity is a signiﬁcant simpliﬁcation. For a small
number of modes N connecting the cavity to the outside we can calculate
P(φ ) exactly, while for N   1 we can use perturbation theory in 1/N. The
large-N distribution has the same form as that following from diffusion the-
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ory in a disordered waveguide [28,29], but for small N the distribution is
qualitatively different. In particular, there is a marked distinction between
the distribution in transmission and in reﬂection.
4.2 Formulation of the problem
The geometry studied is shown schematically in Figure 4.1. It consists of
an N-mode waveguide connected at one end to a chaotic cavity. Reﬂec-
tions at the connection between waveguide and cavity are neglected (ideal
impedance matching). The N modes may be divided among different wave-
guides, for example, N =2 could refer to two single-mode waveguides. The
cavity may contain a ferri-magnetic element as in Refs. [59,63], in which
case time-reversal symmetry is broken. The symmetry index β = 1 (2) indi-
cates the presence (absence) of time-reversalsymmetry. We assume a single
polarization for simplicity, as in the microwave experiments in a planar cav-
ity [61].
The dynamical observable is the correlator ρ of an element of the scat-
tering matrix S(ω) at two nearby frequencies,
ρ = Snm(ω+ 1
2δω)S∗
nm(ω− 1
2δω). (4.1)
The indices n and m indicate the detected outgoing mode and the incident
mode, respectively. The single-mode delay time φ  is deﬁned by [27–29]
φ  = lim
δω→0
Imρ
δωI
, (4.2)
with I =| Snm(ω)|2 the intensity of the scattered wave in mode n for unit
incident intensity in mode m. If we write the scattering amplitude Snm = √
Ieiφ in terms of amplitude and phase, then φ  = dφ/dω. We will in-
vestigate the distribution of φ  in an ensemble of chaotic cavities having
slightly different shape, at a given mean frequency interval   between the
cavity modes. For notational convenience, we choose units of time such that
2π/ ≡ 1.
The single-mode delay times are linearly related to the Wigner-Smith
[23,24] delay times τ1,τ2,...,τN, which are the eigenvalues of the matrix
Q =− iS†dS
dω
= U†diag(τ1,...,τN)U. (4.3)4.2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 61
Figure 4.1: Sketch of a chaotic cavity coupled to N propagating modes via
one or more waveguides. The shape of the cavity is the quartered Sinai
billiard used in recent microwave experiments [61].
To see this, we ﬁrst expand the scattering matrix linearly in δω,
S(ω± 1
2δω) = V TU ± 1
2iδωVTdiag(τ1,...,τN)U. (4.4)
Since S is symmetric for β = 1, one then has V = U.F o r β = 2, V and
U are statistically independent. Combination of Eqs. (4.1), (4.2), and (4.4)
leads to [48]
I =|
 
i
uivi|2, φ  = Re
 
i τiuivi  
j ujvj
, (4.5)
ui =Uim, vi = Vin. (4.6)
The distribution of the Wigner-Smith delay times for a chaotic cavity
was calculated in Refs. [25,62]. It is a Laguerre ensemble in the rates µi =
1/τi,
P(µ1,...,µN) ∝
 
i<j
|µi −µj|β  
k
µ
βN/2
k exp(−1
2βµk)θ(µk). (4.7)
The step function θ(x)=1 for x >0 and θ(x)= 0 for x <0. It follows from
Eq. (4.7) that  
 
i τi =1, a result that was known previously [64].62 CHAPTER 4. SINGLE-MODE DELAY TIME STATISTICS ...
To calculate the joint distribution P(I,φ ) from Eq. (4.5), we also need
the distribution of the coefﬁcients ui and vi. This follows from the Wigner
conjecture [65,66], proven in Ref. [62], according to which the matrices U
and V are uniformly distributed in the unitary group. The calculation for
small N is now a straightforward integration, see Sec. 4.3. For large N we
can use perturbation theory, see Sec. 4.4.
Because of the uniform distribution of U and V, independent of the τi’s,
we can evaluate the average of φ  directly for any N,
 φ  =Re
 
 
i
τi
 
uivi  
j ujvj
  
=
 
 
i
τi
1
N
 
=
1
N
. (4.8)
We deﬁne the rescaled variable ˆ φ  = φ / φ  =Nφ , that we will use in the
next sections.
4.3 Small number of modes
For N = 1 there is no difference between the Wigner-Smith delay time and
the single-mode delay time. In that case I = 1 and ˆ φ  = φ  is distributed
according to [67,68]
P( ˆ φ ) = cβ ˆ φ −2−β/2
exp(−1
2β/ ˆ φ )θ( ˆ φ ). (4.9)
The normalization coefﬁcient cβ equals (2π)−1/2 for β = 1 and 1 for β = 2.
Now we turn to the case N = 2. By writing out the summation in
Eq. (4.5) for I and φ , one obtains φ  = τ+ +ατ− with τ± = 1
2(τ1 ±τ2)
and
I =| u1|2|v1|2+|u2|2|v2|2+u1u∗
2v1v∗
2 +u∗
1u2v∗
1v2, (4.10)
α = (|u1|2|v1|2−|u2|2|v2|2)/I. (4.11)
To ﬁnd the joint distribution P(I,α) we parameterize U in terms of 4 inde-
pendent angles,
U =
 
cosγ exp(−iα1) sinγ exp(−iα1−iα2)
−sinγ exp(−iα3+iα2) cosγ exp(−iα3)
 
, (4.12)4.3. SMALL NUMBER OF MODES 63
with αi ∈ (0,2π) and γ ∈ (0,π/2). The invariant measure dµ ∝| Det g|dγ  
i dαi in the unitary group follows from the metric tensor g,d e ﬁned by
Tr dUdU† =
 
i,j
gijdxidxj, {xi}={ γ,α1,α2,α3}. (4.13)
The result is
dµ ∝ sin2γ dγ
 
i
dαi. (4.14)
The joint distribution function P(τ+,τ−) follows from Eq. (4.7). For β = 1
one has
P(τ+,τ−) = 1
12|τ−|(τ2
+−τ2
−)−4exp
 
−τ+(τ2
+−τ2
−)−1 
θ(τ+−|τ−|), (4.15)
while for β = 2
P(τ+,τ−) = 1
3τ2
−(τ2
+−τ2
−)−6exp
 
−2τ+(τ2
+−τ2
−)−1 
θ(τ+−|τ−|). (4.16)
First we consider the case β = 1, n  = m. Because of the unitarity of U,
one has |v1|2 =| u2|2 and |v2|2 =| u1|2. Therefore α = 0 and φ  = τ+,s oφ 
is independent of I. Integration of Eq. (4.15) over τ− results in
P( ˆ φ ) = 2
3 ˆ φ −5
( ˆ φ 2
+2 ˆ φ +2)exp(−2/ ˆ φ )θ( ˆ φ ). (4.17)
In this case (as well as in the case N = 1), ˆ φ  can take on only positive
values, but this is atypical, as we will see shortly. From Eqs. (4.10) and
(4.12) we ﬁnd the relation between I and the parameterization of U,
I = sin22γ sin2(α3−α1−α2). (4.18)
The distribution of I resulting from the measure (4.14) is
P(I) = 1
2I−1/2θ(I)θ(1− I), (4.19)
in agreement with Refs. [69,70].64 CHAPTER 4. SINGLE-MODE DELAY TIME STATISTICS ...
For the case N = 2, β = 1, n = m we use that u1 = v1, u2 = v2 and
obtain the parameterization
I = 1−sin22γ sin2(α3−α1−α2), (4.20)
α = (cos2γ)/I. (4.21)
The distribution P(I,α) resulting from the measure (4.14) is
P(I,α) =
1
2π
I1/2(1− I)−1/2(1− Iα2)−1/2θ(I)θ(1− I)θ(1− Iα2). (4.22)
The joint distribution of I and ˆ φ  = 2φ  takes the form
P(I, ˆ φ ) =
  ∞
0
dτ−
  ∞
τ−
dτ+ P(τ+,τ−)P
 
I,α =
ˆ φ /2−τ+
τ−
  1
τ−
. (4.23)
The distribution of I following from integration of P(I,α) over α is given
by Eq. (4.19) with I →1−I, as it should. The integrations over τ+,τ−, and
I, needed to obtain P( ˆ φ ) can be evaluated numerically, see Fig. 4.2. Notice
that P( ˆ φ ) has a tail towards negative values of ˆ φ .
For N = 2,β = 2 it doesn’t matter whether n and m are equal or not.
Parameterization of both U and V leads to
I = (1−x1)(1−x2)+x1x2+2
 
(1−x1)(1−x2)x1x2cosη, (4.24)
α = (1−x1−x2)/I, (4.25)
with a measure dµ ∝ dx1dx2dη and x1,x2 ∈ (0,1), η ∈ (0,π). The joint
distribution P(I,α)i sn o wg i v e nb y
P(I,α) = 1
2I1/2θ(I)θ(1− I)θ(1− Iα2). (4.26)
Integration over α leads to [69,70]
P(I) = θ(I)θ(1− I). (4.27)
The distribution P(I, ˆ φ ) follows upon insertion of Eqs. (4.16) and (4.26)
into Eq. (4.23). Numerical integration yields the distribution P( ˆ φ ) plotted
in Fig. 4.3. As in the previous case, there is a tail towards negative ˆ φ .4.4. LARGE NUMBER OF MODES 65
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of the single-mode delay time in the case of pre-
servedtime-reversalsymmetry (β =1). The curves for N =1,2 followfrom
Eqs. (4.9), (4.17), and (4.23). The curve for N  1 follows from Eq. (4.36),
and is the same for n = m and n  = m. The delay time ˆ φ  = φ / φ   is
rescaled such that the mean is 1 for all curves. Data points are the result of
a Monte Carlo calculation in the Laguerre ensemble (with N = 400, n  = m
representing the large-N limit).
4.4 Large number of modes
We now calculate the joint distribution P(I,φ ) for N   1. First the case
n  = m will be considered, when there is no distinction between β = 1 and
β = 2. In the large N-limit the vectors u and v become uncorrelated and
their elements become independent Gaussian numbers with zero mean and
variance 1/N.W eﬁrst average over v, following Ref. [48]. We introduce
the weighted delay time W = Iφ . The Fourier transform of P(I,W)i s66 CHAPTER 4. SINGLE-MODE DELAY TIME STATISTICS ...
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Figure 4.3: Same as in Fig. 4.2, for broken time-reversal symmetry (β = 2).
The curves for N = 1,2 and for N   1 follow from Eqs. (4.9), (4.23), and
(4.36). There is no difference between n = m and n  = m for any N. The
large N-result for β = 2 is the same as for β = 1.
given by χ(p,q) =  exp(ipI+iqW) . The average over v is a Gaussian
integration, that gives
χ(p,q) =  det(1−iH/N)−1 , (4.28)
H = pu∗uT+ 1
2q(¯ u∗uT+u∗¯ uT), (4.29)
where ¯ ui = uiτi. The matrix H has only two nonzero eigenvalues,4.4. LARGE NUMBER OF MODES 67
λ± = 1
2
 
qB 1+ p±
 
2pqB1+q2B2+ p2
 
, (4.30)
Bk =
 
i
|ui|2τk
i . (4.31)
Performing the inverse Fourier transforms and returning to the variables φ 
and I leads to
P(I,φ ) = (N3I/π)1/2exp(−NI)θ(I)
×
 
(B2− B2
1)−1/2exp
 
−NI
(φ − B1)2
B2− B2
1
  
. (4.32)
The averages over ui and τi still have to be performed.
Up to now the derivation is the same as for the disordered waveguide
in the localized regime [48], the only difference being the different distri-
bution of the Wigner-Smith delay times τi. The absence of localization in
a chaotic cavity greatly simpliﬁes the subsequent calculation in our present
case. While in the localized waveguide anomalously large τi’s lead to large
ﬂuctuations in B1 and B2, in the chaotic cavity the term µ
βN/2
k in Eq. (4.7)
suppresses large delay times. Fluctuations in Bk are smaller than the mean
by a factor 1/
√
N.F o rN  1 we may therefore replace Bk in Eq. (4.32) by
 Bk .
To calculate the average of B1 and B2 we need the density ρ(τ) =
 
 
i δ(τ −τi)  of the delay times. It is given by [62]
ρ(τ) =
N
2πτ2
 
(τ+−τ)(τ −τ−), τ± =
3±
√
8
N
, (4.33)
for τ inside the interval (τ−,τ+). The density is zero outside this interval.
The resulting averages are  B1 =N−1 and  B2 =2N−2, which leads to
P(I, ˆ φ ) = (N3I/π)1/2exp
 
−NI
 
1+( ˆ φ −1)2  
θ(I). (4.34)
(Recall that ˆ φ  = φ / φ  =Nφ .) Integration over ˆ φ  or I gives68 CHAPTER 4. SINGLE-MODE DELAY TIME STATISTICS ...
P(I) = N exp(−NI)θ(I), (4.35)
P( ˆ φ ) = 1
2
 
1+( ˆ φ −1)2 −3/2
. (4.36)
This distribution of I and ˆ φ  has the same form as that of a disordered wave-
guide in the diffusive regime [28,29].
We next turn to the case n = m and β = 1. (For β = 2 there is no
difference between n = m and n  = m.) Since ui = vi in Eq. (4.5) we have
I =| C0|2, φ  = Re
C1
C0
, Ck =
 
i
τk
i u2
i . (4.37)
The joint distribution P(C0,C1) has the Fourier transform
χ(p0, p1,q0,q1) =  exp(ip0ReC0+iq0ImC0+ip1ReC1+iq1ImC1) .
(4.38)
Averaging over u we ﬁnd
χ(p0, p1,q0,q1) =  exp(−L) , (4.39)
L = 1
2
 
i
ln
 
1+ N−2(p0+ p1τi)2+ N−2(q0+q1τi)2 
. (4.40)
Fluctuations in L are smaller than the average by a factor 1/N. We may
therefore approximate  exp(−L) ≈exp −L . Because N−2(p0+ p1τi)2+
N−2(q0+q1τi)2 is oforder 1/N, wemayexpandthelogarithminEq.(4.40).
The average follows upon integration with the density (4.33),
 L =
p2
0 +q2
0
2N
+
p2
1 +q2
1
N3 +
p0p1+q0q1
N2 . (4.41)
Inverse Fourier transformation gives
P(C0,C1) =
N4
(2π)2 exp(−N|C0|2− 1
2N3|C1|2+ N2Re C0C∗
1). (4.42)
The resulting distribution of ˆ φ  and I is4.5. NUMERICAL CHECK 69
P(I, ˆ φ ) = (N3I/2π)1/2exp
 
−1
2NI
 
1+( ˆ φ −1)2  
θ(I). (4.43)
It is the same as the distribution (4.34) for n  = m, apart from the rescaling
of I by a factor of 2 as a result of coherent backscattering.
The distribution (4.36) of ˆ φ  for N   1 is included in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3
for comparison with the small N-results.
4.5 Numerical check
We can check our analyticalcalculations by performing a Monte Carlo aver-
ageoverthe Laguerreensemble for theτi’s and theunitary group for the ui’s
and vi’s. For the average over the unitary group we generate a large num-
ber of complex Hermitian N × N matrices H. The real and imaginary part
of the off-diagonal elements are independently Gaussian distributed with
zero mean and unit variance. The real diagonal elements are independently
Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variance 2. We diagonalize H,
order the eigenvalues from large to small, and multiply the n-th normalized
eigenvector by a random phase factor eiαn, with αn chosen uniformly from
(0,2π). The resulting matrix of eigenvectors is uniformly distributed in the
unitary group.
The Laguerre ensemble (4.7) for the rates µi =1/τi can be generated by
arandommatrixoftheWisharttype[56,71]. Consider a N ×(2N−1+2/β)
matrix X, where X is real for β = 1 and complex for β = 2. (The matrix
X is neither symmetric nor Hermitian.) The matrix elements are Gaussian
distributed with zero mean and variance  |xnm|2 =1. The joint probability
distribution of the eigenvalues of the matrix XX† is then given by Eq. (4.7).
The results of our numerical check are included in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3. The
large-N limitis representedby N =400, n  =m. The analyticalcurves agree
well with the numerical data.
4.6 Conclusion
We have investigated the statistics of the single-mode delay time φ  for cha-
otic scattering. For a large number N of scattering channels the distribution70 CHAPTER 4. SINGLE-MODE DELAY TIME STATISTICS ...
has thesameform as for diffusivescattering[28,29], but for small N the dis-
tribution is different. The case N = 2 is of particular interest, representing
a cavity connected to two single-mode waveguides. For preserved time-
reversal symmetry and detection in transmission (β = 1,n  = m), we ﬁnd
that φ  can take on only positive values, similarly to the Wigner-Smith delay
times. In contrast, for detection in reﬂection (or for broken time-reversal
symmetry) the distribution acquires a tail towards negative φ . These theo-
retical predictions are amenable to experimental test in the microwave cavi-
ties of current interest [61].Chapter 5
Dynamic effect of phase conjugation
on wave localization
5.1 Introduction
The reﬂection of a wave pulse by a random medium provides insight into
the dynamics of localization [6,8,9,72]. The reﬂected amplitude contains
rapid ﬂuctuations over a broad range of frequencies, with a slowly decaying
envelope. The power spectrum a(ω,t) characterizes the decay in time t
of the envelope at frequency ω.I n a n i n ﬁnitely long waveguide (with N
propagating modes), the signature of localization [33,73],
 
a(ω,t)
 
∝ t−2 for t   N2τs, (5.1)
is a quadratic decay of the disorder-averaged power spectrum  a , that sets
in after N2 scattering times τs.
The decay (5.1) still holds over a broad range of times if the length
L of the waveguide is ﬁnite, but much greater than the localization length
ξ = (N + 1)l (with l = cτs the mean free path). What changes is that
for exponentially large times t   τsexp(L/l) the quadratic decay becomes
more rapid ∝ exp(−constant × ln2t). This is the celebrated log-normal
tail [74–78]. We may assume that the ﬁnite length of the waveguide is real-
ized by terminating one end by a perfectly reﬂecting mirror, so that the total
reﬂected power is unchanged.
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In this chapter we ask the question what happens if instead of such a
normal mirror one would use a phase-conjugating mirror [35,36]. The in-
terplay of multiple scattering by disorder and optical phase conjugation is a
rich problem even in the static case [79–81]. Here we show that the dynam-
ical aspects are particularly striking. Basically, the disordered waveguide is
turned into a virtual cavity with a resonance frequency ω0 set by the phase-
conjugating mirror.
Wepresent adetailedanalyticaland numericalcalculationfor thesingle-
mode case (N =1). For times t  τs weﬁnd thata(ω,t) has decayed almost
completelyexceptinanarrowfrequencyrange∝τ −1
s exp(−L/l)aroundω0.
In this frequency range the decay is delayed up to times t   τsexp(L/l), af-
ter which a log-normal decay sets in. The exponentially large difference in
time scales for the decay near ω0 and away from ω0 requires localization.
We will discuss for comparison the case that the disorder is replaced by a
weakly transmitting barrier. In that case we ﬁnd that for most frequencies,
the decay of a(ω,t) is dominated by direct reﬂection from the barrier, result-
ing in a term ∝ (1− )δ(t). [Here     1 is the tunnel probability.] Only for
a narrow frequency range ∝  /(L/c) around ω0, the decay is delayed up to
times t   (L/c)/ .
5.2 Formulation of the problem
5.2.1 Scattering theory
A scattering matrix formulation of the problem of combined elastic scatter-
ing by disorder and inelastic scattering by a phase-conjugating mirror was
developed by Paasschens et al. [80]. We summarize the basic equations
for the case of a single propagating mode, in the two geometries shown in
Fig. 5.1. A single-mode waveguide is closed at one end (x = 0) by either
a normal mirror or by a phase-conjugating mirror. Elastic scattering in the
waveguide is due to either a weakly transmitting barrier at x = L (Fig. 5.1a)
or due torandom disorder in theregion 0< x < L (Fig. 5.1b). Forsimplicity
we consider a single polarization, so that we can use a scalar wave equation.
The phase-conjugating mirror is pumped at frequency ω0. This means
that a wave incident at frequency ω0+ω will be retro-reﬂected at frequency
ω0 −ω, for ω   ω0.F o rx   L the wave amplitude at frequencies ω± =5.2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 73
(a)
(b)
x = 0x  = L
Figure 5.1: The geometry under investigation consists of a single-mode
waveguide with a mirror at x = 0. It can be a normal mirror or a phase-
conjugating mirror. In case a there is no disorder in the waveguide, but a
weakly transmitting barrier at x = L. In case b there is no barrier but there
are randomly positioned obstacles between x = 0 and x = L.
ω0±ω is an incoming or outgoing plane wave,
uin
±(  r,t) = Re φin
± exp[−ik±(x −L)−iω±t]ψ±(y,z), (5.2a)
uout
± (  r,t) = Re φout
± exp[ik±(x −L)−iω±t]ψ±(y,z). (5.2b)
Here k± = k0±ω/c is the wavenumber at frequency ω±, with k0 the wave-
number at ω0 and c =dω/dk the group velocity. The transverse waveproﬁle
ψ±(y,z) is normalized such that the wave carries unit ﬂux.
The reﬂection matrix relates the incoming and outgoing wave ampli-
tudes, according to
 
φ+
φ∗
−
 out
=
 
r++ r+−
r−+ r−−
  
φ+
φ∗
−
 in
. (5.3)
The reﬂection coefﬁcients are complex numbers that depend on ω. They
satisfy the symmetry relations
r∗
−−(ω) =r++(−ω), r∗
−+(ω) =r+−(−ω). (5.4)74 CHAPTER 5. DYNAMIC EFFECT OF PHASE CONJUGATION ...
If there is only reﬂection at the mirror, and no barrier or disorder, then one
has simply
 
r++ r+−
r−+ r−−
 
=
 
−e2ik+L 0
0 −e−2ik−L
 
(5.5)
for a normal mirror, and
 
r++ r+−
r−+ r−−
 
=
 
0 −ie2iLω/c
ie2iLω/c 0
 
(5.6)
for a phase-conjugating mirror operating in the regime of ideal retro-reﬂec-
tion. (We will assume this regime in what follows.)
We wish to determine how the reﬂection coefﬁcients are modiﬁed by
the elastic scattering at the barrier or by the disorder. For this we need the
elastic scattering matrix
S =
 
rt  
tr  
 
. (5.7)
The reﬂection coefﬁcients r,r  and transmission coefﬁcients t,t  describe
reﬂection and transmission from the left or from the right of a segment of
a waveguide of length L containing a barrier or disorder. The matrix S
is unitary and symmetric (hence t = t ). The basis for S is chosen such
that r = r  = 0, t(±ω) = eik±L in the absence of barrier and disorder. The
relationship between the coefﬁcients in Eqs. (5.3) and (5.7) is [80]
r++(ω) = r (ω)+t(ω)[1−r∗(−ω)r(ω)]−1r∗(−ω)t(ω), (5.8a)
r+−(ω) =− it(ω)[1−r∗(−ω)r(ω)]−1t∗(−ω), (5.8b)
for a phase-conjugating mirror. For a normal mirror there is no mixing of
frequencies and one has simply
r++(ω) = r (ω)−t(ω)[1+r(ω)]−1t(ω), (5.9a)
r+−(ω) = 0. (5.9b)
In each case the matrix of reﬂection coefﬁcients is unitary, so
|r++(ω)|2+|r+−(ω)|2 = 1. (5.10)5.2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 75
5.2.2 Power spectrum
We assume that a pulse ∝ δ(t) is incident at x = L [corresponding to φin
± =1
for all ω in Eq. (5.2)]. The reﬂected wave at x = L has amplitude
uout(t) = Re e−iω0t
  ∞
0
dω
2π
  
r++(ω)+r+−(ω)
 
e−iωt
+
 
r∗
−−(ω)+r∗
−+(ω)
 
eiωt
 
. (5.11)
(We have suppressed the transverse coordinates y,z for simplicity of nota-
tion.) Using the symmetry relations (5.4), we can rewrite this as
uout(t) = Re e−iω0t
  ∞
−∞
dω
2π
 
r++(ω)+r+−(ω)
 
e−iωt. (5.12)
The time correlator of the reﬂected wave becomes
uout(t)uout(t +t ) = 1
2 Re eiω0t 
  ∞
−∞
dω
2π
  ∞
−∞
dω 
2π
ei(ω −ω)teiω t 
×
 
r++(ω)+r+−(ω)
  
r∗
++(ω )+r∗
+−(ω )
 
, (5.13)
plus terms that oscillate on a timescale 1/ω0. We make the rotating wave
approximation and neglect these rapidly oscillating terms. The power spec-
trum a of the reﬂected wave is obtained by a Fourier transform,
a(ω,t) =
  ∞
−∞
dt  cos
 
(ω0+ω)t  
uout(t)uout(t +t )
= Re
  ∞
−∞
dδω
2π
e−iδωta(ω,δω), (5.14)
where we have introduced the correlator in the frequency domain
a(ω,δω) = 1
4
 
r++(ω+δω)+r+−(ω+δω)
  
r∗
++(ω)+r∗
+−(ω)
 
. (5.15)
Integrationofthepowerspectrumovertimeyields,usingalsoEq.(5.10),76 CHAPTER 5. DYNAMIC EFFECT OF PHASE CONJUGATION ...
  ∞
−∞
dta (ω,t) = Re a(ω,δω = 0) = 1
4 + 1
2 Re r+−(ω)r∗
++(ω). (5.16)
For a normal mirror r+−(ω) = 0 and a(ω,δω = 0) = 1
4, expressing ﬂux con-
servation. For the phase-conjugating mirror there is inelastic scattering,
which mixes the frequency components ω and −ω. The constraint of ﬂux
conservation then takes the form
a(ω,δω = 0)+a(−ω,δω = 0) = 1
2. (5.17)
This follows from the symmetry relations (5.4) and the unitarity of the re-
ﬂection matrix. Eq. (5.17) implies that a(ω = 0,δω = 0) = 1
4.
5.3 Tunnel barrier
In this section we consider the system in Fig. 5.1a. The tunnel barrier has
transmission probability     1, assumed to be frequency independent on
the scale ω   ω0. The scattering matrix (5.7) at frequencies ω± = ω0±ω
takes the form
 
rt  
tr  
 
=
 
−
√
1− e2ik±L −i
√
 eik±L
−i
√
 eik±L −
√
1− 
 
. (5.18)
We ﬁrst study the power spectrum of the reﬂected wave for the case of a
phase-conjugating mirror, and then discuss the normal mirror for compari-
son.
5.3.1 Phase-conjugating mirror
Substituting Eq. (5.18) in Eq. (5.8) we obtain
r++(ω) =−
√
1− (1−e2iωτ)
 
1−(1− )e2iωτ
 −1
, (5.19a)
r+−(ω) =− i eiωτ
 
1−(1− )e2iωτ
 −1
, (5.19b)5.3. TUNNEL BARRIER 77
where τ = 2L/c is the time the wave needs to travel from the tunnel barrier
to the mirror and back. For the power spectrum in the frequency domain
(5.15) we ﬁnd
a(ω,δω) = 1
4
 √
1− 
 
e2i(ωτ+δωτ) −1
 
−i ei(ωτ+δωτ)
 
×
 √
1− 
 
e−2iωτ −1
 
+i e−iωτ
 
×
 
1−(1− )e2i(ωτ+δωτ)
 −1 
1−(1− )e−2iωτ
 −1
. (5.20)
Following Ref. [80] we now distinguish two regimes. In the degenerate
regime ωτ   , the frequency shift ω caused by the phase-conjugating mir-
ror is much smaller than the inverse of the time τ/  that the wave stays be-
tween the mirror and the barrier. To simplify the expressions in this regime
we will put ω = 0. Then Eq. (5.20) becomes
a(0,δω) = 1
4
 
 e−iδωτ +i
√
1− (1−e−2iδωτ)
 
×
 
e−2iδωτ −(1− )
 −1
. (5.21)
There are poles at δωτ =− 1
2i +πm with m = 0,±1,±2,.... The poles
with m  = 0 correspond to oscillatory terms in the time domain which we
will neglect. The only term we keep is the pole with m = 0. The expansion
of Eq. (5.21) in δωτ/  is for     1 equivalent to the expansion in δωτ/ 
of
a(0,δω) =
1
4
 −2δωτ
 −2iδωτ
. (5.22)
Performing a Fourier transform of Eq. (5.22) we obtain the power spectrum
in the time domain,
a(0,t) =
 
8τ
exp(− t/2τ) (t). (5.23)
(The function  (t) = 1 for t > 0 and 0 for t < 0.) One can check that  
dta (0,t) = 1
4, as it should.78 CHAPTER 5. DYNAMIC EFFECT OF PHASE CONJUGATION ...
In the non-degenerate regime ωτ    , the decay is different. The cal-
culation is easiest for ωτ   1. To eliminate rapid oscillations we average
ωτ over a period 2π, with the result
a(ω,δω) =
  2π
0
dωτ
2π
a(ω,δω)
= 1
4(1− )+ 1
4 2 
e−iδωτ −(1− )
 −1. (5.24)
The ﬁrst term corresponds to direct reﬂection from the tunnel barrier and
gives a term 1
4(1− )δ(t) in the time domain. For the second term we use
the same method as in the degenerate regime and obtain
a(ω,δω) = 1
4(1− )+
1
4 2
 −iδωτ
, (5.25)
which in the time domain corresponds to
a(ω,t) = 1
4(1− )δ(t)+
 2
4τ
exp(− t/τ) (t). (5.26)
One notices from Eqs. (5.23) and (5.26) that the term 1
4(1− )δ(t) is present
in the non-degenerate regime, but absent for ω = 0. There is also a factor of
two difference in time scales for the decay at larger times. One can check
that
 
dta (ω,t) = 1
4, in accordance with Eq. (5.17) (since +ω and −ω give
the same result). A phase-conjugating mirror in the non-degenerate regime
acts the same as a normal mirror. This will be illustrated in the next subsec-
tion.
5.3.2 Normal mirror
Substituting Eq. (5.18) into Eq. (5.9) one obtains
r++(ω) =
−
√
1− +eiω+τ
1−
√
1− eiω+τ , (5.27)
where ω+ = ω0+ω. The power spectrum in the frequency domain is given
by5.4. RANDOM SCATTERERS 79
a(ω,δω) = 1
4
 √
1− −e−iω+τ
  √
1− −ei(δωτ+ω+τ)
 
×
 
1−
√
1− e−iω+τ
 −1 
1−
√
1− ei(δωτ+ω+τ)
 −1
. (5.28)
For ω+τ   1 it is meaningful to average over ω+τ, resulting in Eq. (5.24).
So, as expected, the phase-conjugating mirror in the non-degenerate regime
acts the same as a normal mirror.
5.4 Random scatterers
We now turn to the geometry shown in Fig. 5.1b. We assume weak disor-
der, meaning that the mean free path l is much larger than the wavelength
2π/k0. The multiple scattering by disorder localizes the wave with localiza-
tion length equal to 2l. Again, we consider separately the case of a phase-
conjugating mirror and of a normal mirror.
5.4.1 Phase-conjugating mirror
We ﬁrst concentrate on the degenerate regime of small frequency shift ω,
and will simplify the expressions by putting ω = 0 from the start. We note
that r++(0) = 0, r+−(0) =− i, as follows from Eq. (5.8) and unitarity of the
scattering matrix (5.7). Using Eqs. (5.8) and (5.15), we arrive at the power
spectrum in the frequency domain
a(0,δω) =
i
4
 
r (δω)+
 
1−r∗(−δω)r(δω)
 −1
×
 
t2(δω)r∗(−δω)−it(δω)t∗(−δω)
  
. (5.29)
The scattering amplitudes have the polar decomposition r =
√
Rexp(iθ),
r  =
√
Rexp(iθ ), t = i
√
1− Rexp[1
2i(θ +θ )], with R,θ,θ  real functions
offrequency. Thephaseθ  maybeassumed tobestatisticallyindependentof
R(±δω),θ(±δω), and uniformly distributed in (0,2π). (This is the Wigner80 CHAPTER 5. DYNAMIC EFFECT OF PHASE CONJUGATION ...
conjecture, proven for chaotic scattering in Ref. [62].) In this way only the
last term in Eq. (5.29) survives the disorder average  ··· ,
4
 
a(0,δω)
 
=
 
t(δω)t∗(−δω)
1−r∗(−δω)r(δω)
 
=
∞  
m=0
Zm, (5.30)
where we have deﬁned Zm =  t(δω)t∗(−δω)[r∗(−δω)r(δω)]m .
The moments Zm satisfy the Berezinskii recursion relation [43,82]
l
dZm
dL
= m2(Zm+1+ Zm−1−2Zm)+(2m+1)(Zm+1 − Zm)
+2iτsδω(2m+1)Zm, (5.31)
with τs = l/c the scattering time. [The mean free path l accounts only for
backscattering, so that the scattering time in a kinetic equation would equal
1
2τs.] The initial condition is Zm(L = 0) = δm,0. In App. A we derive an
analytical result for  a(0,δω)  in the small frequency range ln(1/τsδω) 
L/l   1. It reads
 
a(0,δω)
 
= 1
2
  ∞
−∞
dki k(−2iτsδω)ik−1/22−3ik−1/2 2(1
2 +ik) (1
2 −ik)
× −1(1+ik) −1(ik)exp[−(1
4 +k2)L/l]. (5.32)
The initial decay is determined by the contributions of the poles at k =−1
2i,
−3
2i, −5
2i,
 
a(0,δω)
 
= 1
4 + 1
4iτsδωexp(2L/l)− 1
18τ2
s δω2exp(6L/l)+O(δω3). (5.33)
The result (5.32) is plotted in Fig. 5.2 for L/l = 12.3. We compare
with the data from a numerical solution of the wave equation on a two-
dimensional lattice, using the method of recursive Green functions [45].
(The method of simulation is the same as in Ref. [80], and we refer to that
paper for a more detailed description.) The agreement with the analytical
curves is quite good, without any adjustable parameter. The δω-dependence
of  a(0,δω)  for large L/l occurs on an exponentially small scale, within
the range of validity of Eq. (5.32).5.4. RANDOM SCATTERERS 81
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Figure 5.2: Average power spectrum for reﬂection by a disordered wave-
guide (L/l = 12.3) connected to a phase-conjugating mirror [solid curves,
from Eq. (5.32)] or a normal mirror [dashed curves, from Eq. (5.39)]. The
data points follow from a numerical simulation. There is no adjustable pa-
rameter in the comparison. Notice the much faster frequency dependence
for the phase-conjugating mirror (top panels), compared to the normal mir-
ror (bottom panels).
A Fourier transform of Eq. (5.32) yields the average power spectrum in
the time domain for ln(t/τs)   L/l   1, with the result82 CHAPTER 5. DYNAMIC EFFECT OF PHASE CONJUGATION ...
 
a(0,t)
 
= 1
8π3/2(L/l)−3/2exp(−L/4l)τ−1/2
s t−1/2ln(4t/τs)
×exp
 
−(l/4L)ln2(4t/τs)
 
. (5.34)
The leading logarithmic asymptote of the decay is log-normal ∝ exp[−(l/
4L)ln2t], characteristic of anomalously localized states [74–78].
These results are calculated for ω = 0, and remain valid as long as
ω   τ−1
s exp(−L/l). This is the degenerate regime. For larger frequency
mismatch ω one enters the non-degenerate regime. The power spectrum in
that regime is the same as for a normal mirror, calculated in the next subsec-
tion.
5.4.2 Normal mirror
For comparison we discuss the known results for a disordered waveguide
connected to a normal mirror instead of a phase-conjugating mirror. Since
r+− = 0, one has from Eq. (5.15)
4
 
a(ω,δω)
 
=
 
r++(ω+δω)r∗
++(ω)
 
≡ R1. (5.35)
The quantities Rm =
 
[r++(ω+δω)r∗
++(ω)]m 
satisfy the Berezinskii recur-
sion relation [43,82]
l
dRm
dL
= m2(Rm+1+ Rm−1−2Rm)+2iτsδωmRm. (5.36)
Theinitialcondition is Rm(L =0)=1 for allm. The solution for ln(1/τsδω)
 L/l is known [83], and gives the average power spectrum
 
a(ω,δω)
 
= 1
2
 
−2iτsδω
 
K1
 
2
 
−2iτsδω
 
+
1
π
  ∞
−∞
dkk sinh(πk)(1
4 +k2)−1K2ik
 
2
 
−2iτsδω
 
×exp
 
−(1
4 +k2)L/l
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with K a Bessel function. [The result (5.37) does not require L/l   1, in
contrast to Eq. (5.32).] The initial decay is dominated by the contributions
of the poles at k =−1
2i, −3
2i, −5
2i,
 
a(ω,δω)
 
= 1
4 + 1
2iτsδωL/l − 1
4τ2
s δω2exp(2L/l)+O(δω3). (5.38)
Comparison of Eqs. (5.37) and (5.38) with Eqs. (5.32) and (5.33) shows
that the decay is much slower for a normal mirror than for a phase-conjugat-
ingmirror. Thecharacteristicfrequencyscaleislargerbyafactorexp(2L/l).
So Eq. (5.37) is not sufﬁcient to describe the entire decay of  a(ω,δω) ,
which occurs in the range τsδω  1. The decay in this range is obtained by
putting the left-hand-side of Eq. (5.36) equal to zero, leading to [33,84]
 
a(ω,δω)
 
= 1
4 − 1
2iτsδωexp(−2iτsδω)Ei(2iτsδω), (5.39)
where Ei is the exponential integral function. The range of validity of
Eq. (5.39) is ln(1/τsδω)   L/l and L/l   1. The result (5.39) is plotted in
Fig. 5.2, and is seen to agree well with data from the numerical simulation.
For ln(t/τs)   L/l (and L/l   1) one can perform the Fourier trans-
form of Eq. (5.39) to get the average power spectrum in the time domain
[33],
 
a(ω,t)
 
= 1
2τs(t +2τs)−2 (t). (5.40)
It decays quadratically ∝ t−2 for t/τs   1. For exponentially long times,
t   τs exp(L/l), one should instead perform the Fourier transform of Eq.
(5.37). Oneﬁnds thatthequadraticdecaycrosses overtoalog-normaldecay
∝ exp[−(l/4L)ln2t] [74], the same as for the phase-conjugating mirror.
5.5 Conclusion
We have shown that the interplay of phase-conjugation and multiple scat-
tering by disorder leads to a drastic slowing down of the decay in time t of
the average power spectrum  a(ω,t)  of frequency components ω of a re-
ﬂected pulse. The slowing down exists in a narrow frequency range around
the characteristic frequency ω0 of the phase-conjugating mirror (degenerate84 CHAPTER 5. DYNAMIC EFFECT OF PHASE CONJUGATION ...
regime). If ω is outside this frequency range (non-degenerate regime), the
power spectrum decays as rapidly as for a normal mirror.
The slowing down can be interpreted in terms of a long-lived resonance
at ω0, that is induced in the random medium by the phase-conjugating mir-
ror. This resonance is known from investigations of the static scattering
properties [80]. The resonance is exponentially narrow ∝ τ−1
s exp(−L/l)
in the presence of localization (with τs the scattering time, L the length of
the disordered region, and l the mean free path). The resonance leads to
the exponentially large differences in time scales for the decay of the power
spectrum in the degenerate regime and the non-degenerate regime.
We have also considered the case that thedisorder is replaced by a single
weakly transmitting barrier. In that case, a resonance in the small frequency
range ω   /(L/c) shows up as the absence of the direct reﬂection term
1
4(1− )δ(t) that is present outside this frequency range.
We have restricted the calculation in this chapter to the case of a single
propagating mode, when a complete analytical theory could be provided.
We expect that the N-mode case is qualitatively similar: An exponentially
large difference in time scales ∝ exp(L/ξ) for the decay in the degenerate
andnon-degenerateregimes providedthe mediumis localized[L largecom-
pared to the localization length ξ = (N +1)l]. In the diffusive regime we
expect  a(ω,t)  to decay on the time scale of the diffusion time τs(L/l)2.
The difference with the non-degenerate regime (or a normal mirror) is then
a factor (L/l)2 instead of exponentially large.
In ﬁnal analysis we see that phase conjugation greatly magniﬁes the dif-
ference in the dynamics with and without localization. Indeed, if there is no
phase-conjugating mirror the main difference is a decay ∝ t−3/2 in the dif-
fusive regime versus t−2 in the localized regime [73], but the characteristic
time scale remains the same (set by the scattering time τs). We therefore
suggest that phase conjugation might be a promising tool in the ongoing
experimental search for dynamical features of localization [30,85].
5.A Power spectrum in the frequency domain
Weshowhowtoarriveattheresult(5.32)startingfromtherecursionrelation
(5.31). We assume ln(1/τsδω)  L/l   1. It is convenient to work with the5.A. POWER SPECTRUM IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN 85
Laplace transform
Zm(λ) =
  ∞
0
dL
l
exp(−λL/l)Zm(L) (5.41)
of the moments Zm. The recursion relation (5.31) transforms into
λZm(λ)−δm,0 = m2
 
Zm+1(λ)+ Zm−1(λ)−2Zm(λ)
 
+(2m+1)
 
Zm+1(λ)− Zm(λ)
 
−β(2m+1)Zm(λ), (5.42)
with β =− 2iτsδω.
For small |β| and large m this equation can be written as a differential
equation,
m2∂2Z(m,λ)
∂m2 +2m
∂Z(m,λ)
∂m
−(λ+2βm)Z(m,λ) = 0, (5.43)
where m is now considered to be a continuous variable. The solution of
Eq. (5.43) is
Z(m,λ) = C(λ,β)(βm)−1/2K√
1+4λ
 
2
 
2βm
 
. (5.44)
The factor C(λ,β) is determined by matching to the solution of Eq. (5.42)
for βm → 0, m →∞ , that has been calculated in Ref. [86]. The result is
C(λ,β) = 4πβ1/2 
 
1
2 + 1
2
√
1+4λ
 
 −1
 
1+ 1
2
√
1+4λ
 
× −1
 
1
2
√
1+4λ
 
exp
 
1
2
√
1+4λln(β/8)
 
. (5.45)
To obtain the power spectrum (5.30) we replace the sum over m by an
integration, with the result
∞  
m=0
Zm(λ) = 21/2πβ−1/2 2
 
1
2 + 1
2
√
1+4λ
 
 
 
1
2 − 1
2
√
1+4λ
 
× −1
 
1+ 1
2
√
1+4λ
 
 −1
 
1
2
√
1+4λ
 
×exp
 
1
2
√
1+4λln(β/8)
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There are poles at λ = n(n+1), n = 0,1,2,...and a branch cut starting at
λ=−1/4. When doing the inverse Laplacetransform we put the integration
path in between the poles and the branch cut. The ﬁnal result is given by
Eq.(5.32). Thereason thatweneedthecondition L/l  1is thatEqs. (5.44)
and (5.45) are only correct for m   1. The ﬁrst terms in the sum
 ∞
m=0 Zm
are important for L/l  1, but can be neglected for L/l   1.Bibliography
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Over Chaotische Golfdynamica
Dit proefschrift bestudeert gedrag van golven in een wanordelijk medium.
Voorbeelden zijn schokgolven in de inhomogene aardkorst en radiogolven
in een turbulente atmosfeer. Ook zijn er allerlei laboratoriumexperimenten
met bijvoorbeeld lichtgolven, acoustische golven en microgolven. Het feit
dat het medium niet homogeen is maar onzuiverheden bevat, leidt tot een
chaotischemeervoudigeverstrooiingvandegolven,zoalsbijdeverstrooiing
van licht in matglas.
In het verleden is doorgaans aangenomen dat de golfbron een scherp be-
paalde frequentie heeft. Dan is het nodig dat de bron continu aanstaat. In
sommige gevallen echter, is de bron die de golven creëert van korte duur,
zoals bij een aardbeving of een explosie op het aardoppervlak. Een tijdsaf-
hankelijke, dynamische, beschrijving is dan noodzakelijk.
Als een golf een wanordelijk medium ingestuurd wordt, zal een deel
gereﬂecteerd worden en een deel zal door het medium heengaan. Het gere-
ﬂecteerde of het doorgelaten golfpatroon heeft een chaotisch karakter waar-
mee we bedoelen dat het zeer gevoelig afhangt van de exacte positie van de
verstrooiers. Het ligt dan voor de hand om een statistische beschrijving te
geven. In plaats van te kijken naar een enkel systeem wordt er gekeken naar
een ensemble van systemen. Elk element van zo’n ensemble is microsco-
pisch verschillend (verschillende posities van verstrooiers), maar macrosco-
pisch equivalent (zelfde dichtheid van verstrooiers). De taak is nu de statis-
tiek van zo’n ensemble te bepalen. Die statistiek vertoont universeel gedrag.
Het is onafhankelijk van de soort golven, van de soort onzuiverheden, van
de precieze vorm van de systemen, etc. . De statistiek is wel afhankelijk van
de dimensionaliteit van de geometrie. De geometrieën die we beschouwen
zijn golfpijpen die veel langer dan breed zijn (1-dimensionale geometrie) en
trilholtes met onregelmatige begrenzingen (0-dimensionale geometrie).94 SAMENVATTING
We beschouwen systemen waarin (in optica) de lichtstralen chaotisch
gedrag vertonen. We kijken echter niet enkel naar het gedrag van de stra-
len,maarbestuderenhetvolledigegolfkaraktermetbijhorendeinterferentie-
effecten. Interferentie-effectenspelen een grote rol in het gedrag van golven
in wanordelijke media. Een belangrijk interferentie-effect is het effect van
coherente terugverstrooiing. Hierbij is de gemiddelde gereﬂecteerde inten-
siteit in de tegenovergestelde richting van de ingaande golf twee keer zo
hoog is als in de andere richtingen. Een ander prominent interferentie-effect
is localisatie van golven. De golven raken door de wanorde als het ware
verstrikt in een gedeelte van het medium.
Het analytische gereedschap dat gebruikt wordt, is de toevalsmatrixthe-
orie. Detoevalliggekozenmatrixis detransmissie-of reﬂectiematrix,diede
relatie tussen amplitudes van in- en uitgaande golven beschrijft. Deze ma-
trix verschilt van systeem tot systeem. De statistiek van een ensemble wordt
beschreven door de statistiek van de matrix. Voor tijdsafhankelijke effecten
dienen we te weten hoe matrixelementen bij twee verschillende frequenties
van de golf gerelateerd zijn. De bestudering van deze correlaties staat cen-
traal. Hoofdstuk 1 is een korte inleiding in de toevalsmatrixtheorie voor de
beschrijving van dynamische effecten in chaotisch transport.
In hoofdstuk 2 beschouwen we een wanordelijke golfpijp die een groot
aantal trillingsmodes bevat (N   1). We kijken naar correlaties van trans-
missiematrixelementen bij twee frequenties, waarbij de verschilfrequentie
voldoende groot is. Deze correlatie beschrijft transmissie voor voldoende
kleine tijden nadat er een korte puls in het medium geïnjecteerd is. We vin-
den dat de tijdschaal die deze correlatie bepaalt, gegeven wordt door de tijd
die nodig is voor diffuse voortplanting door de golfpijp van lengte L, ook al
is L veel groter dan de localisatielengte ξ.
In hoofdstuk 3 kijken we naar de statistiek van zogenaamde vertragings-
tijden in reﬂectie voor een lange wanordelijke golfpijp (met N   1). Deze
volgen uit correlaties van de fases van reﬂectiematrixelementen waarbij de
verschilfrequentie inﬁnitesimaal klein is. We vinden hier een effect van co-
herente terugverstrooiing in de statistiek van de vertragingstijden. Localisa-
tie van golven is vereist voor dit effect: het effect treedt alleen op als L >ξ.
Het effect kan dus gebruikt worden om experimenteel vast te stellen of er
gelocaliseerde golven in de golfpijp aanwezig zijn. Deze methode heeft het
voordeel dat verwarring van localisatie met absorptie is uitgesloten.SAMENVATTING 95
In hoofdstuk 4 kijken we naar dezelfde grootheden als in hoofdstuk 3,
maar nu voor een chaotische trilholte i.p.v. een wanordelijke golfpijp. Voor
trilholtes is er geen localisatie-effect. Het dynamische effect van coherente
terugverstrooiingvoor defase-afgeleidestreedtnietop. Welisereenopmer-
kelijk verschil tussen reﬂectie en transmissie als de holte met twee smalle
golfpijpen (N = 1) verbonden is.
In hoofdstuk 5 plaatsen we aan het eind van een wanordelijke golfpijp
ofwel een gewone spiegel ofwel een fase-conjugerende spiegel. Een fase-
conjugerende spiegelis eenspeciale spiegeldie een golf zodanig terugkaatst
dat die het pad van de inkomende golf volgt, alsof de tijd teruggedraaid
wordt. Ditgebeurtalleenbij eenkarakteristiekefrequentieω0. Dedynamica
van een golfpuls wordt enorm beïnvloed door deze spiegel, omdat er een
resonantieoptreedtmetresonantiefrequentieω0. Indezeresonantiekanmen
ook het effect van localisatie herkennen.96 SAMENVATTINGList of publications
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